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T 
H 
E ROMHDA 
Fine Arts Center, Education Center Knight in shining armor 
to cost $4.8 million; funded by bond 
By Debbie Wilson 
Rotunda Staff 
• Pending construction plans in- 
clude the creation of a new Fine 
ArtsCenter and Education Cen- 
ter at an estimated cost of $4.8 
million dollars. Funding for the 
Fine Arts Center has heen pro- 
vided hy an already-approved 
general obligation hill, hut Fi- 
nancing for the other project will 
require yet another hill. 
If there are plans lor renovation, 
construction, or a new building on 
campus, the Business Affairs office 
coordinates and plans how it will all 
happen. The next construction project 
is the new Education (tatter and Pine 
Arts Center. 
The Education Center will be con- 
nected to the south side of lancer, 
which is currently a parking lot. and 
will be bordered by Franklin Street. 
Ihe whole building is to house the 
Department ol Education, Special 
Education. Social Work, and the 
Health. Physical Education and Rec- 
reation departments. It is estimated by 
the Business Affairs office thai ihe 
construction of the new Education 
('onto will cost $2.8 million. 
Because of a General Obligation 
Bond, voted on by the citizenry of 
Virginia lasl November, I.ongwwxl 
has all the funds for building this cen- 
ter. Construction is set to begin one 
year from now. 
The Education Center will be built 
so thai Ihe second story goes across 
Pine Street and attaches 10 a new Fine 
Arts Center. The line Arts Center 
will include exhibition space, gallery 
space, and a reception area. The works 
that will be shown include the 
college's, the students', and (reveling 
exhibitions. There will also be an area 
for educational programs 
In addition, between the Fine Arts 
Center and Wygal. ihe land is natu- 
rally .sloped for an amphitheater. ()tlier 
perks include skylights in the over- 
pass to open up the space and make it 
brighter, and a colonnades area on 
either side of the Fine Arts Center 
The estimated cost for ihe Pine 
Arts Center is $2 million, but Long- 
wood only has half of this money so 
far. 
Ideally, the Education Center and 
Pine Arts Center should be built at the 
same lime. If the other half of the 
money for the Fine Arts ('enter cannot 
be raised in a year, though, it will be 
postponed while the Education Cen- 
ier continues as scheduled 
Also in the works is the remodel- 
ing of Wynne. Classes in Wynne will 
be moved to the Education Center 
while this is taking place. When tin 
ished, Wynne will house die Physical 
Education offices, a wrestling room, a 
weight room, and locker rooms for 
our teams and visiting teams 
Ihe estimated cost for remodeling 
Wynne is S3 million. In order to have 
enough money. I.ongwood will have 
to sell a stale bond. This construction 
is scheduled for 1993-96. 
, 
Local banks balk at expense, inconvenience 
VPBLA Hurley assures SGA that 
campus ATM construction pending 
By Mindy Oakes 
Rotunda Staff 
•Vice President of Business 
and Legislative Affairs Rich- 
ard Hurley reassured the Stu- 
dent Government Association 
that an ATM would soon be 
available to students, and stu- 
dents are eager to see it. 
Plans are still in progress to pro- 
vide I ongwood students with an Au- 
tomated feller Machine (ATM). 
Richard Hurley, Vice President of 
Business and Legislative Allans, 
gave apresentation at an Student (lov- 
emment Association (SGA) meeting 
on February 19th and reassured Ihe 
members about Ihe A'IM's arrival. 
He said proposals were due back to 
him by February 28th 
These proposals went out to First 
Virginia and Central Fidelity. How- 
ever, Hurley has not yet received any 
proposals. 
He contacted First Virginia, and 
the response was lha: the machine 
would be UK) far away from its main 
branch to be maintained. 
He also dealt with ('enind lidelily. 
but bank officials implied that the 
bank did want lo deal with Ihe extra 
cost of constructing ihe r<x>m lor the 
machine and telephone lines to go in 
Hurley is prepared lo negotiate with 
Central lidelily about Ihe construc- 
tion cost 
Some students are impatient and 
feel something should have happened 
by now, because the convenience of 
having an ATM machine on cmnpus 
would be of great use 
When sophomore Christy Ham 
mer was asked it she would use a 
money machine on campus, she re- 
plied, "yes. I would use Ihe machine 
because it would be more convenient 
to run to (he student union instead ol 
running lo town." 
Tim Cosier and Robert I ang feel 
that " the ATM machine will be very 
accessible lor obtaining quick cash at 
any time during the week " 
■?'Ml 
Andrew Young, a freshman history major, specializes in medieval 
history re-enactments. See story on page 3.  
.   'if? fife 
I'liolo hy Janet Balla 
Sturgill honored for 
educational efforts 
Tax may be as high as twenty cents per pack. 
New cigarette taxes pending, but 
will have little effect on farmers 
Ry Heather Iustig 
Rotunda Staff 
• Taxes on cigarettes may be lev- 
ied in an amount ranging from 
one to twenty cents a pack, but 
this will have little effect on to- 
bacco farmers. 
Virginia stale government is once 
more trying 10 raise tobacco taxes 
According lo The I armville Herald, 
two bills have been proposed 10 raise 
the t.i\ on cigarettes anywhere from 
one cent lo twenty cents 
These bills will be taxing the ciga- 
rettes purchased in Virginia; the pur- 
pose behind these bills is to eithci 
fund education m certain areas or lo 
provide more mone) to the commu- 
nity, 
I he l ii M bill, which suggests rais- 
ing the taxes by one cent per pack, 
will use the lax money lor educa- 
tion.il reasons  Areas that are suiter 
ing  from  "educational disparity'' 
would profit from this new tobacco 
tax 
The second bill, which would raise 
lbs lax by either twenty or thirty 
cents, would divide equally the tax 
revenue between   the state and   the 
community. 
Guy lla/legiovc. B I.ongwood 
College student and tobacco farmer. 
commented on  how this new tax 
would affect the tobacco prices. 
"In ihe long run.'' he said, "not at 
all People have been smoking for 
centuries and aren't going to Start 
quilling, as a whole, for decades 
yet." 
However, growing tobacco is not 
something lobe taken lightly Appal1 
ently. the government allows (be 10 
baCCO fanners to sell only  a certain 
allotment 
"An allotment is tobacco pound- 
age.'' explained HazlegTOVC "Ihe 
tobacco grower can buy or rent in 
allotment fltm another guy. M) loe 
Schmoc Ihe grower can then do 
with it as he chooses " 
I he process lollowed by a tobacco 
t.iiinei is to lust gel Ihe allotment, and 
Ry Carol Ann Semones 
Rotunda Stall 
• Adjunct statistics professor 
Rebecca Sturgill is given Cata- 
lyst Award for her efforts in 
broadening the student experi- 
ence through the I.ongwood 
Seminar Class. 
Ms. Rebecca Sturgill. an adjunct 
statistics professor, has been i 
then after a certain amount of paper- 
work, which details the size ol the 
allotment, then grow ihe tobacco. 
"II the allotment is three thou- 
sand pounds. I can only sell tlucc 
thousand pounds," said Hazlegrove 
"If I baveany extra, lean hold onto 
it until next ycai and tiy to sell u 
then." 
The tobacco goes to market and 
companies bid against each othei fot 
il. 
I he market high for one type ol 
tobacco, commonly known as 
Burley (cigarette tobaccoi w as 11 vj 
per pound Dark tobacco, which is 
used loi cigars, chewing, and snuff, 
was priced ai M S'> I pound 
ni/edasthelall 1992 Catalyst Award 
faculty/administration winner by VA 
('(Mil. (Virginia Campus Outreach 
Opportunity League). 
Sturgill earned the reward by 
showing outstanding efforts in "ser- 
vice learning:'' ihe integration of com- 
munity service into the academic cur- 
riculum, 
Her role III the implementation of 
the I ongwood Seminai class wasspe- 
cificall) recognized in her nomina- 
tion 
Sturgill was nominated foi the 
award by Trey PiersaD, who acts as 
the community service coordinator 
of the 0.1 v I Clearinghouse, the 
organization which supervises all 
freshman seminar class voiunteet ci 
forts.. 
[hrougfa the I ongwood freshman 
seminai class    Rebl ill has 
attempted to give the new students an 
oppoitiiints to grow not only aca- 
demically, hut world -consciously ai 
well 
As stated m Piersall's nomination, 
"Rebecca Sturgill lias worked with 
over 70 college students ami helped 
make a positive change in die lives ol 
countless individuals " 
'Erotic music' bill 
stirs up oppostion, 
deemed by judge 
unconstitutional 
OI.YMPIA (AP) A bill seeking to 
fix constitutional problems vv itbWasfa 
ingtOfl stale's erotic music law ran 
Into a strong opposition from ihe mu- 
sic industry and the American Civil 
Liberties Union 
The law enacted last year would 
allow a county prosecutor to ask a 
judge to declare that a particular re- 
cording appeals to minors' prurient 
interests and offends community stan- 
dards. If the judge agrees, die record- 
ing must be labeled "adults only." 
However, Judge Mat) Bruckerde 
(tared the law unconstitutional, say 
ing il is vague, causes record stores lo 
censor themselves and might be chill- 
ing lo the artistic instincts ot musi 
l I,Ills 
Brocket said Ihe measure was 
because, it a judge in one county de- 
i laredapieceol music appealed to the 
prurient interests ol minors in that 
county, the music could not be sold to 
minors anywhere in the state. But the 
law offers no mechanism to alert oth 
era lo tin ban, she said 
Brucker'a ruling is now on appeal 
iiui is scheduled to be argued before 
the Supreme Court late this year 
1 
Be sure to keep the TV Listings for 
your use all week long! 
RECYCLE!! Page 4 & 5 
— 1 
Personals & Classifieds are easy to 
find beside the \V Listings. 
Send us yours! 
Page 4 & 5 
RECYCLE!! 
See this week's Top Ten! 
RECYCLE!! 
Page 9 
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PERSPECTIVES 
Escape the midterm 
crunch 
Many freshmen are probably grumbling righl now ;is ihey have (o 
explain theii midterm Kmestei grades to theii parents. And other 
students are pmhahly panicking as they realize thai the end of the 
semestei is drawing near and they have done, well, just about nothing 
on those majoi research papers thai are due in five ol their six classes 
(iii.mk god ioi thai underwater basket weaving class!) 
Bui as ihcscsiudenls equivocate and prevaricate lo hoth Ihemsches 
and Iheil parents, ihey should take at least a lew moments 10 lace the 
reality ol the situation, without all the rationalization 
College is a majoi responsibility. It is also a tremendous cMbrt. And 
il is very easy to forget that you are in the classroom lor something a 
little more tangible than the pleasure ol bearing youi professor lecture. 
The ilu night thai 'I still have plenty ol time to hung up that I)*' is turning 
to "What do I have to do 10 salvage this class'" and students are 
scurrying about their professors' offices In the vain hope of some 
tremendous extra Credit project to replace those two tailed tests. 
Mosl professors go OUI Ol their way to help students. Though many 
do nol olki extra credit, some might drop a studenl's lirsi lest grade if 
he oi she excels In all subsequent tests. Or they may offer to weigh later 
grades more heavily. 
Bui whatever the method, many faculty members are quite willing 
to help the student in any ethical manner that is in their power. 
However, the student should never put his or herself in a situation 
where this is necessary. Ideally, students should attend every class. 
read and annotate every assignment, join study groups, get a tutor, and 
make an attempt to truly get to know the professor through out of class 
Interaction. We would surmise, though, that a majority of students 
don't even come close to this Ideal, it Is, frankly, much more enjoyable 
to stay wrapped up in bed on these frosty mornings than to trudge over 
to Wynne (from Tabb) for an 8:30 class, and students are prone to enjoy 
the "easy life." 
But though there may never be the "perfect" student, every student 
has responsibilities that are easily attainable These include being 
prepared fot the class discussion(Remembei the syllabus? it outlines 
all the major class assignments throughout the semester), and, even 
more basic, simply being present in the class No amount ol textbook 
reading can replace a lecture's notes 
And gel to know your professors That makes the learning process 
much easiei and more enjoyable lor everyone involved, and it will 
ho|vlully will prevent the need to ask for a little extra help in the class. 
Civility still not a fact of life 
Ity Heather I usiiu 
Rotunda Stall 
i ■?" ; ' upk days il seems .is 
though civility has come more and more 
Into Iht every day world of the student We 
received the fivers oncivilit) in the mail 
and one Monday we bad the student Appre- 
ciation dinner The annual civilit) essay 
contest is underway and the enure campus 
ii.is been pasted with potters on Civilit) 
What my question to the student body 
and the faculty isis wbatexactl) is civility? 
Is it a siate of civilization? Could the 
Student bodyol LongWOOd he considered a 
is more intuiting than lo he fired because il is .1 downfall, As long as we hate. 
ruddered 10 he incompe- humanity is not the superior being ol the 
lent. Civiliiyistlieexpansionofone'smiiHl planet, rather, we are more inferior in 
so thai eventually stereotypes and labels mental capacity than the one-celled pro- 
will eventual!) fade away into a thing of the lozoawe learn about m biology. 
pan Because I am a blond female does not We nut) have evolved physically, but 
mean that I can nol think for myself Per- mentally, we ate Mill wallowing around 
baps as we change and grow, civilit) will a couple of millennium back. One of the 
become more of a trait and characteristic of greatest signs that civilit) has become 
society and not just a wish. ingrained in humanity will be when ap- 
Perbaps by taking civility for granted plications no kragei have those little ar- 
will show how our world has changed eat where one has to check what race 
separaiecivilizationwimasertarateculture   enough so there is a little lest hate. At long ihey are. What does it nuner7 Asking 
from the rest of Hie world1                        M Wl. h;iU. Wl. ttlM k, uncivilized What .istlicwaiuloilic|nh.indgclihe|ohdonc 
Are we our own little country confined   right do we have to hate .mother person well, does il real!) mailer whai color 
wuhinthctownofkirmvillc1 Do we have   htValhC Ihcir ,klll ls different from our their skin are' I loesil make a difference 
our own separate religion, etiquette, and   own? What right do I have to label a group what sexual organs they have? 
code of honor'  If you really think about   of people because they   are in an 
organization that! was not invited to 
join? 
Hatred is not a privilege Rather, 
it. nol really. Perhaps because we are 
students, we are a form of a unique civ 1I1- 
zatioo. 
I et's approach this query from another 
perspective and ask it civilit) can be bro- 
ken down to just being civilized. Civilized 
seems so cold, so impersonal. Il we weie 
10 only be civilized 10 one another. I think 
the concept of friendship would ceatC 10 
exist. However, to be civilized to another 
person doesn't necessanlv mean that you 
have to unfriendly, insi respectful. 
Civ ility is perhaps a respect for human- 
ity. Not only respeel tor an enure culture, 
bM tire respect of an individual. Civilit) is 
a moral example thai all should emulate It 
was morally wrong tor the four police of- 
ficers to heal RodlK) King However, 
weren't the people ol Los Angeles equally 
wrong? They destroyed entire sections ol 
the city, looting and pillaging stores that 
were ways of life, Is it civ ilized 10 have a 
quota system in colleges, universities, and 
even in areas of cmployment/c.ireei opp ir- 
(unity? To be lured because I am a female 
ELLEN GOODMAN 
What a difference I year makes 
Remember all the rap on Candi- 
date Hill Clinton7 That he wanted 
lo be all things to all people? That 
he couldn't make hard decisions? 
Thai he was afraid id alienating 
anyone' 
On one of those endless talk 
shows    some candidateon-the 
couch hour    he was asked how 
Ins childhood with an alcoholic 
and sometimes abusive stepfalhei 
had formed his psyche,   lie an 
Bwered, "It made me dislike con- 
Hiil I lend lobe a people plcaser." 
Well, lite man who went to Con- 
gress last Wednesday night was no 
feel-good Willie by any stretch of 
Imagination Fot the first time in 
sens. .1 president delivered ■?
speech without reaching Into that 
small generic slash ol heroes lo 
sweeten the message. There were 
no pretty phrases In ins bout long 
a onomic lecture, no mornings In 
America, no eloquence lo stii the 
blood and raise the goosebumps 
Noi once did Hiii Clinton bite 
his little bO)  lip     Not  was his 
program designed lo make ever) 
bod) whistle while the) work. 
H there were promises In the 
economic plan there were also 
enough taxes lO displease even 
one ofthe people some ol the time 
(>i. as the man who dislikes con 
(lid said succinctly, "ii the pack 
is puked apart, there'll be 
something that will anga each ol 
us and won'i please anybod) 
Does this m.uk s.uue turnabout 
In Clinton's characta   adeliba 
ate boll from crowd pleasei lochkl 
combatant' Not exactly 
I nevet did think thai Clinton's 
style was |ust Ingratiating It 1 
needed a label, I'd call II i style ol 
mediating 
II we musi go bat k to psycho 
100ts.1h.1t lonol aseiiuloiKtion.il 
i.imiiv assumedtheroleofholdlng 
the Iannis logethei    \i a politl 
1 Ian he was a y"^ listenei i de 
cent synthesizer. He was most 
skilled at keeping all the parties al 
the table until they had made what 
some called, disparagingly, a com- 
promise. Others of course called il 
resolving conflicts. 
The man has shown a remark- 
able ability to make and keep con- 
nections. Nol just between indi- 
viduals but between constituen- 
cies and even ideas. In computer 
teiins, he reminds me of an X 
TREE    In human terms he can 
keep all the political puppies in the 
basket. 
There are leaders who are more 
comfortable working In concert 
th.indoimn.il 1 ng It's most true for 
women, at home ot al work.   Bui 
It's also true fot the new president. 
Some people think "cithcr-or"; 
Clinton thinks "and " You can 
heieil in his language, Rights and 
responsibilities You can hear it in 
ins policies lobs jiiU deflcll re- 
duction 
Some leaders think  win lose 
Hut 111 the management gum eae 
ol the era, tins presldeni hies lo 
wrestle down an elusive formula 
fot win win 
The dislike    even lc.ii    ol 
conflict can make people avoid 
trouble ii can also fuel the effort 
lo settle troubles 
1 Istening lo the sobei outlines 
ol ins program .is he lakes the 
show on lire toad, what I heai is ■?
man w ho'slrying to design an eco 
nomlcpeace treaty, not a w.u plan 
A treat) foi asociet) th.irsaiie.niv 
In conflict 
I'lie moral backbone and Ihe 
political saw) behind this balanc 
in.!' M 1 ol .1 program is the stated 
attempt to lessen the snuggles he 
twecn rich and poor, old and young, 
black and white  between visions 
ol the shoit run and ihe long run, 
between the v.dues ol indivulii.il 
Ism and those ofcommunit) Such 
api.inot economic togetherness is 
altogethci In charactei foi tins 
mediator Indeed, die one Clinton 
delivered with real emotion was: 
"The test of this plan cannot be' 
'what is in it for me'; il has got to 
be 'what is in it foi us.'" 
I don'l know il ihe new presl- 
deni can. as he put it. "scale the 
walls of people's skepticism." 
Those walls run pretty high. Skep- 
ticism about everything from the 
ability to reach the underclass to 
the abilitv to 
improve the 
env ironmenl. 
Skepticism 
about progiess 
itself. 
Nor do I 
know if his 
program can 
turn around the 
economy. Our 
economy is as 
dependent on 
the    people 
who run QM 
and IBM as on 
the    people 
who  inn  Ihe 
government 
Wlu
' 
h
»PPens Jl6W=te 
in I 111 ope" and 
Asi.nii.iv have 
as  much  im- 
pact on Amen 
CM   jobs   as 
what happens 
in   Washing 
ton 
Hul Ihe 
man who came 
10 Congress 
lasi Wednes 
dav night bad 
Ihe sound ol .1 
leader who be- 
lieves thai ic 
solving  con 
fllctS is vvoiih 
a light     What 
a difference a 
vc.it 111.ikes 
Commentary 
WANDERLUST 
By Chris Sp8 
Kendcr go. kendcr go 
Not all jumbled, all in a row 
It's easy to follow, their 
trodding through the snow 
All of them know 
The name o\ their foe 
A pimp has his ho 
An addict has her blow 
A hunter has his how 
A buck has his doc 
A cup has its Joe 
A high has its low 
I have my toe 
So 
I have my toe 
A high has its low 
A cup has its Joe 
A buck has his doe 
A hunter has his how 
An addict has her Mow 
A pimp has his ho 
The name of their foe 
All of them know 
It's easy to follow, their 
trodding through snow 
Nol all jumbled, all in a row 
Kendcr go, kendcr go 
ATTENTION 
LONGWOOD 
STUDENTS 
"Each student at Longwood matters, 
and cdcli student is important, espe- 
cially it 1 we learn 10re tpect and \ alue 
oneatWthi I foi OUI uniqueness while 
at the unite tune pursuing COJItpus 
I \lI )   ' 
In keeping with tins spirit of civ il 
it) uul diveisitv. UNITY wants 10 
remind Longwood that we're still an 
active organization, Whether you're 
questioning youi sexual orientation or 
you're complete!) comfortable with 
being a sexual minority, we encour- 
age von to participate in our group. 
We oflei .1 confidential, supportive 
environment foi gay, lesbian, and bi- 
sexual students and we are attempting 
10 heighten awareness at Longwood 
surrounding sexual diversity. We re- 
spect confidentiality, and do not ask 
members who aren'i comfortable 10 
participate in an) educational or "pub- 
lic" ;IS|KCIS ol Ihe gTOUp. 
II you need sonic support or would 
like lo help support others who are 
like you. please call ''IS-2552. and 
someone will return your call will) the 
utmost discretion. We encourage 
members ol the gay, lesbian, and bi- 
sexual communit) here al I onjiwood 
III lake pride in (heir uniqueness and 
individuality, We look forward 10 
hearing from you 
1 dna Allen-Bledsoe 
Advise* 10 UNITY 
The 
Rotunda 
Longwood College 
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Farmville, VA 
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American Red Cruaa 
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Young sparks interest 
in medieval warfare 
The l.ark Siring Quartet in Concert on The Chamber Musk Series on Tuesday, March 2. 1993 in Wygal Recital 
n.iii ;ii 8pm, They will be performing works bj Haydn, Libby Larsen, and Edvard Grieg  The performance is free 
and open to the public, 
Players present Wilder's Our Town 
Thornton Wilder's Our Town will 
be presented by the Longwood Play- 
ersWednesda) through Saturday, Feb 
24-27, ai X p.m in Jannan Audito- 
rium. 
Winner <>i a Pulitzer Prize, Our 
Town is regarded as "one ol ihesagest, 
warmest, and most deeply human 
scripts" m American theatre it de- 
picts life and death in a New 
Hampshire village in the early part of 
the 20tbcentur) 
\s the Stage manager in the drama 
says," rhis is the way we were in our 
growing up and in our marrying and in 
our doctoring and in our living and in 
our (lyiu 
The play begins in i'")i InGrover's 
Comers, where the (ribb-. and Webb 
families are neighbors in childhood. 
George Grabs and Emil) Webb are 
playmates and tbeii lives are woven 
together as neighbors' lives often are 
As they grow up, (ieorge and Emily 
discover thai their relationship h;is 
changed The pass into "a suite ol 
romantic but embarrassed interest in 
one another." and (ieorge eventually 
proposes to Emil) over an ice cream 
soda at the drug store. 
But happiness is not pnxil againsl 
tragedy. In Wilder's script, tragedy is 
irarismuted into **the most vitally mov- 
ing scene in modem theatre a spin- 
lual experience " 
I lie LongWOOd production is di- 
rected by Melissa Johnston Price, a 
professional actor and director from 
Richmond M9761 ongwoodgradu 
ale. Price lias had major roles in nu- 
merous productions in the Richmond 
area 
Friday evening's performance will 
be signed lor persons with hearing 
impairments 
The Saturday evening performance 
will be dedicated to Dr. I'atton 
I OCkwood, who retired in 1992 alter 
2(> years on the theatre faculty 
(ieneral admission to ()ur Town is 
S5: senior citizens, Longwood em- 
ployees, iuul area students, $3; Long- 
wood students free \wth IDs 
By Janet Italia 
Rotunda Staff 
Young boys might dream of be- 
coming knights m shining armor and 
little girls wish that they could be- 
come princesses, bul for Andrew 
Young.a lirst year history major, don- 
ning his sun oi armor is as ordinary as 
going to class 
Young seems ideally suited for his 
hobby At 6'fi". with a sturdy build 
and shoulder-length brown hair, he 
seems more at home clad in leather, 
wool, and steel than in the clothes ot 
today. 
"(ienerally. knights on horseback 
had stronger upper-bodies because the 
majority Of their time was spent on 
horseback The infantry had a more 
well-proportioned body type. Actual 
x-rays have been taken ol period sol- 
diers which support this hypothesis." 
says Young. 
He also has a number of other 
theories and observations about the 
medieval period. "In examining his- 
torical evidence (i.e. manuscripts and 
accounts), the decline of the armored 
Cavah*) was a result of the Hundred 
Years War Basically, this event cre- 
ated an overabundance of mercenary 
armies, which were trained in the use 
of polearms (spears with blades at the 
end), rather than sword combat, which 
required a much higher level of train- 
ing Individually the lowly fool 
soldiers ski II was no match tor a knight 
thai was weaned on a sword and raised 
as a warrior for hie." 
"The institution of knighthood, 
however ominous as it may seemed 
M as no match for the grcaler war ma- 
chine which consisted of that lowly 
icxii.sokher along with thousands Ol 
omen Even plate armour, as protec- 
tive as u may   appear, was very 
sucepiihieto thecuttmgandthrusting 
power that characterized (he large 
standing armies mode ol warfare it 
simply OUtpowered the armoured 
knights." 
"Oi course," Young continues, 
"firepower did prove ultimately ef- 
fective because of the increase m the 
armour's weight in the 17th century, 
but I see it as a catalyst Hie polcann 
introduced the death ol our knight m 
shining armour in history." 
Young applies his interest, which 
stems from a tour ol Europe With his 
parents, in a number of ways, most 
especially participating in medieval 
recnactmenls (events wherein people 
withasimilar interest in medieval life, 
both men and women, garb them 
selves in period clothing and p.iiin i 
pate in activities reminiscent ol the 
time, such as social activities, buying 
and selling, and, ol course, the true 
sport of non-choreographed battles in 
which the paricipants actually light 
with wixxlen weaponry to determine 
the outcome), such as at the program 
on the arms and armor of Imperial 
Austria recently sponsered by the 
Smithsonian Institute of Washington. 
DC 
A professional lecturer who visits 
numerous public schools every year, 
Young gives a realistic view of what 
life might have been like lor people of 
the nine, concentrating speeilically 
on his persona, a mercenary of Sp 
proxiinately 1410 A. D who wears [he 
armor known as a "white harness." 
According to Young, "vv hat makes 
mv   perspective so unique is that I 
actually weai the stud I know what u 
fell like " 
Young is affiliated with a group ol 
similai reenactors, all ol whom are 
members ol the Markland Medieval 
Mercenary Militia, winch has chap 
teis all over the east coast 
He is also involved with B larger, 
international organization, (he Sod 
etv forCreadvc Anachronism lie has 
been a memba ol Markland for over 
three years 
Some members ol Markland learn 
to make then own annor and weap 
ons Young uses |6th and 17th ecu 
(ury tools and medieval techniques to 
work sheets of steel into pieces ol 
plate annor. A full suit ol aimoi 
weighs approximately xs pounds He 
also creates garments out ol wool and 
leather. 
All items created by Young an 
appropriate to the tune and made in 
the same way. 
Young stresses the importance ol 
tactics, not brute force, in successful 
warfare 
"What wins a battle is not Arnold 
Schwartzeneggar, Conan stereotypes 
hut strategies You have to keep v oiu 
head It's a skill lust, hut alter that Us 
luck" 
"In keeping with the spun ol tin- 
Middle Ages,   oui group has fought 
bailies over kegs ol Ix'ci. belly danc 
ei s, and medieval jewels," adds YOUMJ 
loMngly 
Andrew Young .ilso plans to use 
his extensive military prowess in his 
Chosen career: he wants to be a U.S 
Senator. 
Learn German 
This Summer At URI 
\ Escort Service provides safe transportation 
on-campus 
June 27 - August 6,1993 
The University of Rhode Island m co-operation with the Goethe Institute 
Boston is hosting the Thirteenth Annual German Summer School of 
the Atlantic. German will be the sole language of communication, and 
German life and culture the heart of this six week resdency program 
of intensive language study. Earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate 
credits wtte living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus, 
just minutes away from Rhode Island's magni f cent beaches and his- 
toric Newport. The program is ideally suited fa anyone wishing to 
enroll m beginning intermediate, or advanced German. Take advantage 
of this rare opportunity to participate in ths total German language 
experience. 
Contact: 
Dr. John Grandin or 
Dr. Norbert Hedderich, Co-Directors 
Dept. of Languages, URI 
Kingston, Rl 02881 
Or call: (401) 792-5911 
mill mi 
aaeaa m annas 
UNIVERSITY OF 
RHODI IM AND 
By Debbie Wilson 
Rotunda Stall 
Have you ever been afraid ol walk- 
ing across campus niter dark? We're 
told that just to be safe, vve should 
never walk alone But what about 
those times when your friends iiisi 
can't walk you back? Thai's when 
you call the Escort Service I he stu- 
dent Escorts, also know n as the Night 
Walkers, will walk von vvlicievei vou 
need to go with no questions asked 
The Escort Service is a volunteer 
organization which was lounded in 
I989b) Christophei Horan (Class ol 
1991), Andrew Sadowskl (Class ol 
1992), and other students with the 
helpol lames I luskev. ( hiel ol ( am 
pus Police 
The Escorts are charged with the 
duties oi patrolling the campus hourl) 
and making hourly checks ol the resi- 
dence halls I ho also provide "an 
extra net ol eves fa the < ampus Po- 
lice" so that the Police are free to 
perform other duties 
Escorts do not carrj guns, and it is 
not essential that they weai uniforms, 
although there are Escort tec-shirts 
available. 
The only standard equipment each 
is required to carry is a radio. With 
this, they receive calls telling them 
where to go for (heir escorts. 
Mow does one become an Escort' 
lirst. one must have a 2.0 cumulative 
(IPA and must not be on Judicial Pro- 
bation. 
Next, anyone interested will be 
interviewed and then accepted by the 
supervisor, who is currently David 
Edwards. (IllCO these conditions are 
met, all applicants must complete im- 
proper classnxim and field training, 
As an Escort, each person works 
twice a month in a scheduled duly 
rotation,.Ulends meetings, and writes 
a formal report in the case ol any 
encountered incidences while on 
duty 
(hie Escort, Jason llanchev. says 
of the scrv Ice,   Since my partner and 
I siaited we now have regulars   A lot 
of people rely on us"   lie has also 
received many suggestions lot oil 
campus escorts 
Perhaps this is one aiea that will be 
covered in the future. 
Students agree with I tavid Edwards, 
one staling that. " I he siu.lcnl Escort 
Service scives a great purpose to IIK 
student community I feel like we're 
a vital part in helping ( ampus Police 
secure the campus" 
INFORMATION ON HOW 
WE CAN HELP YOU FIND       % 
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID! C 
We've helped THOUSANDS of students find financial aid sources they 
.were qualified for but did not know about. We can help YOU find YOUR 
share of the BILLIONS OF DOLLARS in private sector funding 
represented in our specialized databank of over 180.000 listings! 
Student Is 
Eligible For 
Some Type 
Financial A 
Regardless 
off Grades 
or Family 
Income!   - 
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE FOR: 
tildren of Veterans   Newspaper Carriers   Former Gi 
ire Pharmacists Non-Smokers Cheerleaders St 
lian Descent   Future Teachers • Second-Gen 
Sdents   Ohio Natives   Grocery Clerks   Langu 
ildren of Railroad Employees     Michigan Nativ 
ipprs Future Computer Programmer! * BoySrd 
a 
Call TOLL-FREE 24 hours for a FREE Brochure: 
WtKfT^ITrWi 812 
College Financial Planning Service 
R«««rth 8. Admirmtration    J4SS Commtrcul Avenue    Northbtook  11 60062 
A    DISPATCH    FROM MAGAZINE 
New Yorkers on the go consume thousands "t muffins everj da) many oi them bought 
from the Hot & Crusty chain, wliuh operates eight stores in Manhattan "The founders 
i the ideal bread was something thai was hot, right out ol crw oven, and with ■?
crusty shell, explains John Siri, a treasurer at Mi Hoc Bread In HotSci rust) ipareni 
company Pine. Hut what it the luccets oi ih- Hot & Crust)   hair m i ■> trend in 
adjet tival four-syllable di f their prod 
WARM AND PI ZZ\ 
VEINED *NO I 
Dow\ AM. D 
Ki i) AND FLAW 
MOI  i  UNO Cl ' '■?
Wll  AND STII 
H AI 
Kind of Business 
Sweatet shop I lallmarl :i 
furrier Ol brothel 
r brothel 
i or 
hrl 
rhel 
Wa: thel 
f( itlirl 
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FEATURES 
En Vogue, Billy Ray Cyrus, and The Chieftains nominated 
for Grammy Award 
(AP)   rbe Grammy auditioned for En Vo 
luslry's li they win just one ( iranun) Herron 
in the said, she hopes it'll be lor "Funky 
lo country's I Hvas" 
I yrustolhe Irish i<>lk group 
Mil  ( llll MAINS 
Ik- ( in. ii.iniv six Irishmen who 
play Irish traditional musk on Irish 
iraditionaJ instruments and are known 
worldwide, are nominated foi five 
first album was "Bom   Grammy Awards It's the most nomi- 
in 1990 fnesecond,"Funky   nations in one yeai in Hi 
•'i. .ih. i title iliM ribing the   histi i 
ut miillipk' 
profiled in 
"Ml 
I in.ii ha d lour 
mmj nominations 
■v,    i Records I P is nomi- 
;■?iini in (hi ni rhythm 'n' 
: crformance.duooi group with 
ly rod     • in' al 
Voui Mind," is nomi 
rbey're in loik. jxip mid country 
ins «Inly one is in traditional 
roll "AM lush Evening," recorded 
live in Belfast 
"I did su shows on lush radio about 
iin relationship between Irish music 
and American country music," 
mi 1 V RAY CYRUS: 
From die moment be heard "Achy 
BreakyHeart,"Bill) Rayl yrusloved 
ii "li tin mi like a smash," be said 
And ihai's how H Ml those who 
nominate fort Iramm) Awards Cyrus' 
Mercury Records single, "Achy 
Breaty Heart" b ruminated for record 
HI the yeai and best male country 
vocal performance He's also Domi- 
nated as best new artist ihe song is 
nominated as son;' <>t the year and 
country song ol the yeai for writer 
Don Von IF6SS 
"Don was hanging wallpaper tor a 
living," Cyrus says   "I changed his 
life as much as he changed mine." 
Cyrus always warned lo he a siar. 
hut it didn't happen quickly Even his 
best sellingdchutalbum,"SomeGave 
All ."finished in 1W1. wasn't released 
for a year, during which lime his wife 
divorced him. 
"In almost 12 years being the house 
hand somewhere, I always made mu- 
sic the way I make it, being myself." 
he said. "Quit was never an option for 
me. My trip to I. A. and other things 
that failed, every lime I failed I elimi- 
nated one way that didn't work. I was 
one way closer to the way that did 
work " 
Mis shows and photos present Cyrus 
as a sex symbol, but he doesn't think 
of   himself   thai way. "I     always 
picture myself as a man who makes 
music from Flatwtxxls, Ky." he said. 
His message, he said, is this: "You 
can be what you wanl to be if you 
believe in yourself. Don't pay atten- 
tion to people who laugh and say no 
and scoff Only you walk in your 
shoes and only you have to live and 
die with the results of what you do in 
your life. I'm walking, talking testi- 
mony lo that" 
As lor winning Grammys. Cyrus 
said. "I'm just glad to even have 
something I performed on mentioned 
in the same sentence as Eric 
Clapton." Clapton's "Tears in 
Heaven" also is nominated for record 
of the year. 
rformance, duo Moloneysaid When be heard "Cot- 
up with vocal, and besl Short lonFyed.loc.'Tiesaid."I immediately 
recognized an lush reel, ' Ihe Moun- 
in (You're Never Gonna lain lop.' mj grandmothei used to 
- besl rhythm sing It's toe same air." 
1'iiv    ong foi iiiiuii.is Mi i h "Another Country" is nominated in 
n/ill    lei who wrote the tune Ihccontemporaryfolkalbumcategory. 
" laluliaii Skies." which diet Atkins 
i in name i n Vogue, she said, was didn't intend to include on a tape of 
latcment for music and possible duels but which Maloney 
music We wanted to liked and arranged, is nominated as 
donnish thai 'A.i iiu i uttingedge besl pop instrumental "Cotton Eyed 
■?ided we're going lohave Joe," with Rick) Skaggs guesting, is 
ii     ii*. part, too nominated as best country instrumen- 
v\   like >■?kitties, but we spend so lal "Killybegs,"b) thet 'hieftainsand 
much ourowt iney  on the image, the Nitt) Gritt) Dm Band, is nomi- 
'Army of Darkness' 
reviewed 
inns we s.i\ we III.IN have 
naming ourselves 
i n Vogue But it'sOK " 
nated foi country vocal collaboration 
group will tom ihel Inited States 
in March "It'll he a right old booley 
\n foui sing leads, with lleiion that's an Irish house dance," Moloney 
most pop oriented voice said 
I in othei eiils have a more soulful Hut first, Molone) will \isit India. 
•und ili in I do," sin said "I listened I he ('hieftains have been invited lo 
to a lot ni jay ive a televised concert at the raj 
■?HI gh in.null Hal itzgcrald, so maybe Mahal to raise money lor a hospital at 
that had  onv bearing on the way I BhopaL It' II be either in November or 
h I ix-ualvoice Valentine's Day 1904, Moloney said 
bealsowaiMstodoaconcertmCalcutta 
Instead, she did some acting, then lo benefit Mothei feresa 
(AIM A tacit rule in reviewing mov- 
ies is thai only the besl films gel long 
and loving reviews So when it comes 
(0 "Army of Darkness." brevity is 
called for: 
Stunningly stupid! Amazingly bail1 
Incredibly awful! Just downright ter- 
rible' 
Here's the dirt: Ash (Bruce 
Campbell), a dopey store clerk, 
stumbles upon an ancienl "Book of 
Ihe I lead" that is accompanied by all 
sorts ol vague badness 
His hand becomes infected with 
the evil, so be slices it of] with a 
ChainaaVi   But that doesn't work and 
ihe malevolent forces toss him hack 
through tune (with that old spinning 
whirlpool effect, no less), lo around 
1300 A.D. 
In this medieval setting, Ash is cap 
lured, turned into B slave and thrown 
iMO I watery pit with slimy creatures 
VANESSA WAS IN A FATAL CAR ACCIDENT LAST NIGHT. 
>NLY SHE DOESN'T KNOW IT YET. 
AIDS ANOTHER WAY DRUGS CAN KILL. 
that have supernatural Strength. Bui 
w hen someone losses him his chainsaw 
(which has magically traveled through 
lime with him), he's able to save 
himself and chop up the competition. 
It's sort of like "Bill and Ted's Ex- 
eellent Adventure" meets The Texas 
Chainsaw Massacre." only without 
the laughs or the creepy dirills 
In quick succession, we see flying 
witches, men being carved to death, 
stabbings, people being burned lo 
death, others being pumped widi bul- 
lets, and on and on. 
There's enough gratuitous vio- 
lence in the first live minutes to satisfy 
any blood-lusting, sadistic teen-ager. 
Everything alter that simply turns the 
stomach. 
Iliere's also pages of award-losing 
dialogue, like (he witch screeching. 
"You shall die'" (>r Ash's come-on to 
the fair maiden. "Give me some sugar, 
baby " ()r an angry skeleton croaking, 
"I've got a bone lo pick with you." ()r 
another witch-like woman saying. "I 
may be bad. but I feel good." 
Of course, there's an army of gooey, 
drippy-faced corpses (what a waste of 
latex!) and ihe requisite inarching skel- 
etons that move herky-jerky across 
I lie screen 
Perhaps ihe only bright spots are a 
couple of dazzling moments when 
some of those computer-generated 
special effects pay off. 
But in the end. this film doesn't even 
deli ver comic-book camp, which could 
have been the only redeeming part of 
it. So if someone wants to draft you 
into seeing "Army of Darkness." flee 
lo Canada. 
"Army of Darkness," was produced 
Robert Taperl and directed by Sam 
Raimi. Ihe Universal release is rated 
R 
CHART TOPPERS 
TOP POP 
1 "1 Will Always I.ove You." Whitney Houston (Arista) (Platinum) 
2." A Whole New World." Peabo Bryson & Regina Belle (Columbia) 
3."Ordinary World," Duran Duran (Capitol) 
4/Tm Every Woman," Whiuiey Houston (Arista) 
5 "Nudiin' but a G' I hang," Dr Dre (Death Row) 
6"Mr Wendal," Arrested Development (Chrysalis) 
7 "7." Prince and die New Power Generation (Paisley Park) 
8 "Saving Forever for You," Shanice (Giant) 
9 "Hip Hop Hooray," Naughty By Nature (Tommy Boy) 
10."liiformcr," Snow (Fastwesl) 
TOP LP'S 
1 ""Ihe Bodyguard' Soundtrack," (Arista) (Platinum) 
2."Brcalhlcss." Kenny Q (Arista) (Platinum) 
3 "The Chronic." Dr Dre (Death Row-lnterscope) 
4 "I Inplugged," Eric Clapton (Duck) (Platinum) 
3 "Some (ia\e All." Billy Ray Cyrus (Mercury) (Platinum) 
6."'Aladdin' Soundtiack." (Disney) 
7."Pocket Full of Krypionue." Spin Doctors (Fpic Associated) 
I Platinum) 
8 " luneless i I he Classics)," Michael Boltou (Columbia) (Platinum) 
'l "II I Iver I all in I .ove." Shai (Gasoline Alley) 
10 "it's Your Call," Reba McEattrc (MCA) 
COUNTRY SINGLES 
1 "What Pan ol No," Lome Morgan (BNA) 
2."Queen Ol Memphis," Confederate Railroad (Atlantic) 
3 "Drive South," Su/y BogfDI (liberty) 
4 "All I hesc Years," Sawyer Brown (Curb Album Cut) 
Vln | Week or Two." Diamond Rio (Arista) 
6 My .Strongest Weakness," Wynonna (Curb) 
7."Can I Trust You With My Heart," 'Davis Iritt (Warner Bros . 
B ''(>ncc Upon a I ileinne." Alabama (RCA) 
'•   lusi ()ne Night," McBride & the Ride (MCA) 
in   Imn  to Hide a I ue in ihe Dark." Billy Dcan(SBK) 
TOP JAZZ ALBUMS 
Copyright 1993, Billboard Publications, Incx 
I "2V Harry Connick, Jr (Columbia) 
1
 "Perfectly Prank," rony Bennett (Columbia) 
!  i etiei lo Evan," David Benoit(GRP) 
4 "Rhythm ol ihe Earth," Jackie McLean (Verve) 
5 'Standards,*' Mike Stern (Atlantic) 
o Cm Movement," Wynion MarsaUs (Columbia) 
7 To Bird With I ove." Di//y < iillcspic I lelaiu 
8 "Haunted lle.ut." I haihe Haden Quartet West (Verve) 
"i Heard You rwicethePksi tine," Bnofbid Manalis (Colum- 
bia) 
HI Must Believe in Spring,"Frank Morgan (Antilles) 
right 1993, BiUboard-Souiidscm, he 
ersonalities 
Nl-:w YORK (AIM The last elec- 
tion bore no fruit for Jerry Brown, 
so one of hiscampaign'sinner ciiclc 
is thinking of turning to vegetables 
instead. 
The former California governor 
and presidential candidate was spot- 
ted Friday at the Park Slope Pood 
Co-op. a politically correct market 
in Brooklyn. 
Brown. 54. wearing a California 
Conservation Corps jacket and blue 
jeans, perused the fresh produce 
and other gtxnls for about an hour 
with Conner campaign aide and ail 
around sidekick Jacques Ilai/aglu 
Bar/.aghi, wearing his trademark 
beret, told store managers he was 
considering starting his own co-op 
in Oakland. Calif., and asked them 
for advice. No word on whcthci 
Brown is in on the venture 
Members of Ihe Brooklyn co-op 
are required to work there one 
every four weeks in exchange for 
discounts on health IIMKI and other 
items. 
LOS ANGELES (AP) A hearing 
w as set fa next month todeleniune 
whether Marlon Brando's daugh- 
ter, Cheyenne, should lace crimi- 
nal Charges foi allegedly punching 
a nurse in (he face. 
The Informal March x bearing 
may also produce a settlement, 
Assistant City  Attorney   Petei 
Covette said Thursday 
Lock Mae Kligeiinan. 41, said 
Miss Brando. 22, knocked her tin 
conscious Dec 2()atal.os Angele 
psychiatric facility The nurse said 
she suffered injuries to her face, hip 
and legs 
Miss Kligerinan. WOO also tiled 
Civil suit, told police that Mis 
Brando became impatient wfaik 
waiting to leave the hospital and 
struck her 
Miss Brando has twice been DOS 
piiah/cil for drug overdoses and 
been treated at several psychialri 
facilities since the I'J'X) killing ol 
her I ahitian lover, Dag Drollet. and 
the birth of their son 
Her half-brother. Christian 
Brando, is serving a 10-year prison 
sentence for manslaughter in 
Drollet's death 
PALM  BEACH, I la   (Al 
'Ibwarted by town ollicials who 
spiked  his   subdivision  plans 
Donald Trump wants to turn hit 
historic Mar-a-l.ago estate into I 
"world class" social club 
"Mar-a-I.ago's almost a sacred 
place," Trump told members of thi 
Palm Beach County Historical So 
ciety at a luncheon Ihuisday. \\i 
want to make sure it's (brevet pre 
served." 
A 150-page proposal delivered 
this week to town ollicials project 
the club will attract more than 1,000 
membeis 
Palm Beach officials declined to 
comment 
Trump still has a SM) million law 
suit pending against the lown for 
rejecting ins Pi;,n last yeariospl 
the 17-acre estate built in 1927 for 
cereal heiress Marjorie 
Memweather Post into eight lots 
Town officials said dial would 
ruin the historic character of die 
estate, valued now at $ 17.6 million 
Tramp paid $10 million for it in 
1985, but has complained u costs 
$1 3 imihon;, vc.„ |Q naiatain 
ve 
HOMER, Alaska (AP) 
personality Ibm Bodett li 
nig In the nation's airwaves 
weekly program liomAlask. 
"BodettA Co" will feature 
ties about "ihe Interesting .. 
owHnarj people," radio it 
KBBIsaid linn 
KBBI smd the show will 
1
 
ch
 
27
 on Alaska's public 
•»|>I uwnmeiciaIstalionsel.se 
Bodett. 37, flrsi reached 
"onai audience when KBBI 
rided ins commentaries 
tional Publk Radio 
R 
return 
V. I 
idio 
- 
ilh a 
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■w 
lo 
1 
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The Rotunda lebruury 24. |«W3 TELEVISION Pm 5 
MONDAY - FRIDAY DAYTIME 
1    CNN 
3    WTBS 
Mowwg Ntwi .living in'Mt    Oiywilch       |CNN4Co. 
NMH 
4    ESPN Sportscenter 
5   HBO Movie Conl 0 
(    WTVR 
7     WRLH 
Family Feud Challenge 
700Ckjb 
8    WRIC Joan Rivtrj 
9    WCVE 
10   WGN 
Instructional Programming Corn a 
Perry Mason 
II    WJPR Gunsmok* 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   DISN 
18   MTV 
19   NtCK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOR 
26    AsE 
27   LIFE       Mo,* 
10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 
Sportscenter 
Vn Programs 
FitntM Prot    |Oettng Fit 
Mo.* 
Price H Right 
Andy Qritrth    JRusr. I. 
Montcl W*.nu 
12:00 12:30 
NewsMour 
Perry Mason 
In Motion        [Bodysheping 
1:00 1:30 
Sonya Live 
2:00 2:30 
Netetday 
Vaned Twinu 
Vat. Program 
3:00 
mil HOW 
Tom a Jerry 
3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
Var Program*  EartyPnme        Inside Politics   EartyPnme        Showtxi 
Flmtttonoi 
Vaned Programs 
Jeteons jBredy Bunch     Seved by Ben   Heppy Oeys 
Vaned Progrimt 
Fine! Four       [Otewi league Motorcycle Racing 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Service Master of Farmvilte 
In »e Heat ol the Night 
|Young and the Restess [Bold, Beeutrtul As the World Turns 
Joan Rivoi 
Inilruclioful Programming 
|lo«ng |AI My Children 
J#iwy Joo+t 
On* Lit* 10 Uv« 
Silly Jessy Raphael 
Jenny Jones 
Jerry Springer 
CHiPs 
Mov* Cm I a 
Mouse Tracks 
Jerry Springer 
Horn* 
Movie 
Charlie's Angels 
Gereldo 
700 Club 
People's Court loving 
Farm Darnels 
News 
K. Copetend    [Infatuation 
Days of Out Lives 
AH My Children 
MO..P 
Andy Griffith 
Bullwinkle 
Guiding Light 
Mat  Melodies   Derkwmg 
MauryPovKh 
General Hoeprti 
Goof Troop      TorTi and Jtiry 
Gereldo 
Vened Programa 
Tiny Toon 
Instruction* FIBa— "g Stitmt St'eft 
Boneymooners Design W 
Chap 'n' Dale   [Casper 
Coaby Sweat     MtgW Court 
Hard Copy 
Batman 
Lamb Chop      Bamai Sq  1TV 
Another World 
On* Life to Live 
Desigr  A 
Three Stooges C 0 PS Fantalonaa       Qeniemettert 
Mer Melodies  Tom and jerry Tiny Toon        Batman 
'ooktan Owe    |Oprah Winfrey |N—t        ~ 
Saved b, Bell 
Goof Troop 
General Hospital Star Trek Noit Gener 
Varied Programs 
Varied Programs 
Ram* and Ron Gummi Bears  | Lunch Boi 
MTV Jams 
Walt Disney Presents 
Little Koala     | Penner's Place Eureeka's Castle 
VideoMoming Cont g 
700 Club 
Worsh.p 
MacGyver 
Var Programs 
Munsters 
Movie Cont d 
ITs a Living 
Vir. Programa Fugitive 
Flashback       |Paid Program 
Cope 
Divorce Court    The Judge 
Richard Bey 
28   TOC 
29   BET 
30   HTS 
Varied Programs 
Tnple Threat    Generations 
Soorlswire Cont d 
Cholesterol 
Our Voices 
Soorlswire 
THURSDAY EVENING 
Graham Ken 
| Var. Programs   Fraggle Rock 
MTV Rocks 
Movie 
Donalu* 
Move 
Varied Programs 
Wonderland 
Elephant Shoo 
Cntry. Kitchen 
Paid Program 
Var. Programa 
Cookin  USA 
Paid Program 
Noozlea Lrttl'Brts IMuppeta 
Crook and Chase Be a Star 
Bonanza  The Lost Ep-.sodes     Zorro 
Dennis 
Top Card 
My 3 Sons 
Totally Different Pauly 
Flipper Looney Tunes 
Cookin USA. 
littles 
On Slage 
Mano Bros 
Care Bears       Quack Attack 
MTV BlocM 
Kids Incorp     .Mickey Mouae 
Most Wanted 
Underdog        |Yogi Beat Arcade 
Club Dance 
'Popeye 
Be s Star 
[map Gadget 
Vaned Programa 
The Judge     [Superior Court iHotywood 5q. |Sele-Century 
News 
Varied Programs 
Moonlighting 
Easy Does H   |Homeworks 
Heart A Soul RIB 
Family 
Rocktord Files 
Supermarket    Bom Lucky 
Kitchen En 
Press Yr. Luck Scrabble 
Hart to Hart 
S25K Pyramid [Pyramid 
Magnum, P I 
Just Ten ol Us ;My Two Dads 
Cop Rock [Var Programs Fugitive 
Love Boat 
Rin Tat Tat 
Sunshine Fee 
Grind 
He, Dud* 
Zono 
Cartoon Eipress 
Var. Programa 
Leave-Beaver   Partridge Fam 
Movie Varied Programs 
Vaned Programs 
'jane Pratt 
Var Programs  Cholesterol     |Graham Ken 
Video Soul 
Easy Does It   ,Homeworks     Vaned Programs Beyond 2000 
Video Vibrations 
From Laurel     Vaned Pfoytmt 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
6    WTVR 
7    WRLH 
8 WRIC 
9 WCVE 
IC WGN 
11 WJPR 
12 WWRT 
13 WStT 
6:00 6:30 
World Today 
3 s Company Andy Gnfnth 
Inside Sr PGA Up Close 
i5 30i Movie: eVj   Club Fed 
News 
Full House y 
News 
Japanese 
Saved by Bell 
Full House'; 
News 
'Hews 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   DISN 
18   MTV 
19   NICK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOR 
26   AiE 
27   LIFE 
28   TDC 
29    BET 
30   HTS 
Bugs > Pals 
CBS News 
Mama 
ABC News 
Business Rpt 
Partridge Fam. 
Mama 
NBC News 
ABC News 
Captain Planet Jetsons 
7:00 
Moneykoe 
I MMSM 
Sporttcenter 
7:30 
Crossfire 
JLP0_ 8:30 9:00 9:30 
Pnmenewaq [Larry King Liver; 
Sinlord 1 Son Movie: **   Hero and the Terror (19881 Chuck Norns 
10:00 10:30 
World News 
Eddie Pi 
JRUARY 25, 1993 
11:00 11:30 12:00 
Sports Tonight |Moneyline iR|   Newsnight      [Crossfire |R)   [leny Kino Michael Douglas 
*   invasion USA   |I985 Adventurei Chuck Norns 
12:30 1:00 1:30 
Movie: •• 
College Basketball Teias at Tenas Tech (Live) 
Movie: ««   Regarding Henry (19911 Harrison Ford PG-13 q 
Roseann* q     Em. Tonight 
Star Trek Neit Gener 
Wheel-fortune | Jeopardy I:; 
MKNeHLehrer Newshour ~ 
Design W. 
Current Affair 
Inside Edition 
Ent  Ton:ght 
Top Copt [In Stereo) q 
Simpsons q    | Martin q 
|CoKeg* BasketbaA Purdue at Illinois ILivei 
Movie: »•   Timeoomb (1990) Michael Biehn     Comedy Jam 
Street Stones (In Stereo) q Knots Landmg (In Stereo) q 
In Living Color |Martin R:: Hunter 
Movie: ea't   Mattock The Don H986 Drama) Andy Griffith q 
BatBe-Braina   [lOndred Spirits [ Mystery!   Prime Suspect 2 q 
NBA Basketball Criicago Bulls at Orlando Magic From Orlando Arena (Live) 
M.'phy Bro»n 
Cheers q 
You Bat-Life 
Bugs t Pals 
(5 551 Movie: ««««   The Treasure of the Sierra Madre (1948) 
Movie: ««';   Sto*3*ayto the Moon  (1974) LKjyd Bridges 
MTV Jama (In Stereo) 
What You Do    Wild-Craiy Kid 
S3( VideoPMilnStereo) 
Lite Goes On (in Stereo) q 
Perspectives   'Point of View 
Amencan Gladiators 
Cosby Show q Who s Boss? 
Rocklord Files q 
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
vwteu 
Shop Til Drop 
WikHife Chron. 
Screen Scene 
liquid TV Comedy Hour 
Looney 'unes   Bu'iwmkle 
Video Prime (in Stereo) 
Wartons   The Hunt 
Lifestyle Mag  [Church Today 
Quantum leap (In Stereo) r. 
Gimme Break    Fish 
In Search Of... (R) 
Unsolved Mysteries 
CoW-Blooded Creatures a 
Triple Threat   [Comedy Club 
Simpsons q 
Cheers iRiq 
Martin 
Cheers q 
In Living Color 
Cheers q 
Martin iR): 
Seinfeld q 
Movie: ««V; Mattock The Don (1986 Drama) Andy Griffith q 
Live: 
Dancing Man - Peg leg Bates 
Time Trii  The Prodigy 
LA. lew (in Stereo) q 
Pnmebme live q 
Movie: ••* Moby Dick  (1956 Adventurei Gregory Peck. Richard Basehart 
Movie:*  FreddysDead TheFmHNightmare 
Movie: »»';  Ben/i the Hunted n987)Ben»g 
Classic MTV     Prime Time With Duff (In Stereo) 
Get Smart 
Denis Leery-Cure 
Sportscenter 
Sports Illustrated Svnmsurt 
The Young Warriors (1983) Richard Roundtree 
College BaskotbeH New Memco at F'esno State (Live) 
Movie: «««   Badlnlhence [1990. Suspensel Rob Lowe   R q 
Arsomo Hai (In Stereo) q 
SakSUlkmgs Kid Stuff [love Connect [Merried... With lEbony/Jet 
News 
Adventures 
Night Court 
Studs 
NqMtmeq 
Permit Wholey (Of Air) 
Studs iWhoopi Highway to Heaven q 
Ntghttafk Re|ected dress code |Peid Program |Wno'a Boaa7 
Highlander The Series [Movie:   The Man mo Would Not Die (1975) 
News 
News 
jCheortq 
Tonight Show 
Nightline , 
Whoopi 
Rush \ 
Gunsmoke   Lijah Currant AflaK 
David Letterman Bob Coatas 
Movie:   The Portrait (1993 C 
Hard Copy q   [Home Shopping Spree 
Movie: **   The Pope Must Die 
Movie: »««   A Mi/only ol One  (1962. Drama) 
Movie:««« "The Chosen (1981. Drama) Rooby Benson  PG 
Superman 
Crook and Chase fin Stereo) 
Young Riders  Ten-Cent Hero 
Suhvans 
Murder She Wrote . 
Renegade   ■■•• r  ■?- 
Real West |R) 
LA. Law  Happy Trails 
Satan   Skyhunters 
Santord [Comk 
Lefty Dnesell    On Pit Road     College Basketball North Carolina-Charlotte it Louisville (Live) Amd -Rim       ;College Basketball Oregon State at Arizona (Live) 
MT. Moore     |0»ck Van Dyke Dragnet 
Unplugged Eric Clapton (Rj 
Nashmle Now The Volunteers (In Stereo) 
Father Dowsing Mysteries        700 Club 
Joy of Music   | Highway 
A Hitchcock 
OnStage 
Worship: First Baptiat Church 
Fallen Champ The Untold Story ot Mike Tyson (1993) 
H*^he>od>r Th> S+rtft 
WHdMe Mysteries (R| 
News , 
Brute Force: Weapons 
Movie: ««   Original 
World ol Valor Jhoj 
Sm (1989. Dramai Ann Jillian 
t Those-Dare      Katie a Eiksh: Siamese Twins 
Video Soul IRI 
Unplugged 
Lucy Show 
Nigel Kennedy-Four 
Movie. »'■■???Subspecies (1991 Horror) R       | Angel-TiU 
Gnnd 
F Troop 
Club Dance (R| (In Stereo) 
Scarecrow and Mrs  King 
Jetty Diion    [lightnusic- 
MacGyver   BtOwOul   D 
Streets ol San Francisco 
Fveirng at the Improv il; 
Tfiiftytomething 
Satan  Skyhunters 
OtntntMi Comedy Club 
;Movie:«»«';   Boys Town (1938 Dramai 
Altemattve Nation (In Stereo)   JDreamtime (In Stereo) 
Get Smart Dobie Gilka     .Patty Duke      |Donne Reed 
Miller a Company (in Stereo) NashviH* Now The volunteers 
Bonanza The Lost Episodes 
VISN Showcase 
The Hitchhater [Ray Bradbury 
Koiak 
Real West <R| 
Unsolved Myatenes 
World ol Valor Those-Dare 
Midnight Love 
College Basketball USC at CaMorn.a 
Rrneman 
Man Alive Heart-Matter 
Movie: «««   Spy (1999) q 
Femay Feud   |Joe Frankkn 
WMdMe Myttene* (R| 
Wytttnx [P»d rfoyifli 
Kab* 1 E*sh: Siameae Twins 
Comicview (Ri   Screen Seen* 
College Basketball 
FRIDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 
2   CNN     [World Today 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
3 s Company 
Motowortd 
And, Gi'lMh 
UpClote 
7:00 
Mo-eyl^e 
B mm* 
Sportscenter 
7:30 
Crossfire 
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 
Prime news q I Larry King Live q 
10:00 10:30 11:00 
Worid N$w$ 
11:30 
Sanford t Son Movie: «*   FirettaM' (1986. Adventure) Chuck Norns Lous Gossefl Jr 
Best ot Sunday Conversations   Skiing  . S  Mer s Pre Tou' 
5   H80     [Movie:  Hostages (1993 Drama] Kathy Bales (in Siereoiq     |Movie: ««  China OBnen H98B Drama) R 
6    WTVR 
WRLH 
WRIC 
9    WCVE 
10    WGN 
News 
Full House  . 
News 
Japanese 
Saved by M 
11   WJPR     Full House:, 
12   WWRT    News 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
News 
Bugs A Pals 
:      Movie 
CBS News 
Mama 
ABC News 
Business Rpt. 
Partridge Fern. 
Mama 
NBC N#wi 
ABC Ne.s 
Captain Plant Jetsons 
College Basketball: CIAA Semifinal 
Star Trek: Not G*n*r 
Wheel-Fortune [Jeopardy!: 
MacNeil Lehrer Newshour: 
Design W 
Current Aflair 
Inaide Edition 
Ent Tonight 
Jeffersons q 
Murphy Brown 
Cheers q 
You Bet-Life 
Bugs A Pats 
'!   Lobster Man From Mars  (1989) 16 SHOW 
17 DISN      Movie •••   The Ewe* Adventure (1984) Enc Walker 
18   MTV 
19   NICK 
M    INN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
MTV Jama (In Stereol 
Whet You Do  [Wild-Craty Kid Looney Tunet 
i5 30iVideoPM (in Stereol 
Prince VeNont   That's My Dog 
Azimuths Whose World? 
Amencan Gladiators 
25   WWOR   Cosby Show q ■?Who's Boss' 
26   AiE 
27   LIFE 
28   TDC 
Rocktord Files x. 
Supermarket    |Shop TH Drop 
Mother Nature  Wildlife Chron 
Liquid TV        Big Picture 
Bullwinkle 
Video Pnm* (in Ste'eoi 
Big Bro Jake 
Catholre View 
Man Mansion 
Family Forever 
Quantum Leap (In Stereo) q 
Gmma Break    Temps Rising 
In Search Of... 
Unsolved Mysteries 
CoW-Blooded Creatures " 
America's Most Wanted: 
College BaaketbaAl: CIAA Seminal 
Family Matters Step by Step 
Va Currents Wall St Week 
Amencan Muscle (R) 
|Sports Tonight Jtoneyline |R| 
Movie: »   Breaker1 Breaker' (1977. Adventurei 
FEBRUARY 26, 1993 
12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 
Newsnight       [Crossfire (Rl    [Larry King (R| 
Movie: «♦')   Childs Play (1988. Hprrori Catherine Hicks 
Movie: •*':   ChmaOBrien2 (1991) R 
Dance Team Championship      Sportscenter    Women's College Basketball UCLA at Southern California 
Real Se« S (R) q i 
News 
Comedy jam 
lOark Justice (in Stereo) 
Crypt Tales 
Sightings q 
Dinosaurs 
Wash. Week 
Sighting* q Hunter  Murder He Wrote 
Camp Wilder 20/20 q 
The Contrary 
Movie: *«';   WereNo Angels (19891 Robert DeNiro 
America's Most Wanted q 
Days ol Our lives: Night Sins 
Sightings :.      Sightings : 
Soap Opera Awards   - 
Arsemo Hall (In Stereo) q 
News 
Studio Showcase: Larry Bland Adventures 
News 
Kung Fu: The Legend Com 
reo Live): 
Family Matters [Step by Step    Dinosaurs g    |Ctmp Wilder   [20/20 q 
NBA Basketball New York Kmcks at Detroit Pistons (Live) NBA 
Movie: ««   Medigne Man  119921 Sean Connery   PG-13 q 
For Our Ch*Jr«n The Conc*rt  ; 
Top 20 Video Countdown (In Stereol 
Get Smart        Superman 
eg* and Chase Travis Trfl 
M.T. Moore     [Dick Van Dyke 
Nashville Now J Xin MacNl . 
Movie: ««   The Cockeyed Cowboys ol Calico County (1969) 
Airwaves [Angels 
Murder She Wrote  . 
Bamaby Jones 
Time Machine 
L.A. Law  Lie Harder 
Wildlife Chron   Arctic 
29 BET       Video LP Newt Triple Threat    Aft Amor. Men of Courage 
30 HTS       Don DeVoe     'Basket P.eport'Bullets Report   NBA Besketbo* Orlando Magu 
Comic. iew 
a' Ad--    ;' 
Everyman 
Studs 
Nightline : 
Dennis Wholey (Oil Air) 
Night Court 
Studs 
News 
News 
Lov* Connect. 
Nhjhttalk 
Whoopi 
• . The Haunting ol MoreHa 
Uptown Comedy Ctub 
Highway to Heaven q 
Paid Program \ Gardens 
Uptown Comedy Club 
Cheers q      |Whoopi 
Movie: •»*   Howe at Seven (1952) 
Gunsmoke   Tratlon 
Tonight Show tin Stereol q      iDawl lettermtn 
IfiushL 
Movie     "--> •    i"   •.   -•  •     'OQ"   '.'.-••",   •■??????■?».: 
Current Affair 
Fnday Videos 
Herd Copy q    Home Shopping Spree 
The Seven Faces ol Or Lao 
Movie: »»«   The Untouchables  (1967) Kevin Costner   R        [Movie:   Highlander II The Ouckening (19911   | Dangerous 
Harry Conruck Jr.-Big Band     |Movie:   The Incredible Shrinking Man (19571    [ Further Adventures-Wilderness 
Yol MTV Rapt Today (In Stereo) 
Dragnet | A. HWchcock   |Lucy Show     |F-Troop 
Chns LeDoui A Suiy Bogguss Club Dance (R| (In Stereo) 
700 Club Scarecrow and Mrs King 
North Phoenii Baptist [Forney Enrichment 
Alternative Nation iln Stereo) 
Get Smart 'Dobie Gillis 
t Company   r SUftO) 
Bonanza: The Lot! Epiaodet 
Patty Duke       Donna Reed 
NeahvUle Now John MacNaiiy 
Prime Tawe Pttyhoute 
Peid Program |Peid Program 
Movie: •••   Hoosif's (1986. Drama) Gene Hackman Dennis Hopper 
Simon t Simon 
Investigative Reports Caroline's Comedy Hour 
Movie:**'.-   Roxanne ThePmePulitzer  (1989 Drama) 
Firepower iR) |O.I. Diary       |Submarines: Sharka ot Steel 
Video Soul Top twenty 
!'e   Swing Trainer   Nordic Track 
Streets ot San FranciKO 
Movie: *'i   The Vals  (1963. Comedy) Jill Carroll 
| Sacred Songs. Secred Spaces 
Evening at the Improv Time Machine (Ri 
Thirtysomethmg 
Wildlife Chron 
Gen.'tations 
Soccei 94 
Arctic (Rl 
(R 
Basket. Report 
Koja* 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Firepower (R)  [0.1. Piety 
Midnight love 
Chopper 
FemHy Feud    | Joe Franklin 
Investigative Reports (R) 
Mysteries        |P«*d Program 
Submarines Sharks ol Steel 
Bullets Report [NBA Basketball: Mag 
Rep City Top ten 
in. d' BJ M 
SATURDAY DAYTIME 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
|     HBO 
6    WTVR 
7    WRLH 
s   MK 
WCVE 
WGN 
10:00 
Showbiz Week Style 
10:30 11:00 
Science-Tech   Basketball 
11:30 
National Geographic Eiplorer iRi: 
Salt Water      |Fhj Fishing      [Walker's Cay 
(930) Movie: ««   The Bride (1985) Sting q 
Teenage Mutant NWHJ Turtles 
Tiny Toon       |Ttz-Manit q 
Bugs Bunny A Tweaty 
Decorating 
11 
Outdoor Enc 
WJPR     Tiny Toon 
Yankee Shop 
Good Fishing 
Taz-Mania 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
M   SHOW 
1/    DISN 
18   MTV 
19   NICK 
20    TNN 
22 FAM 
23 VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOR 
26    AAE 
27 LIFE 
28 TDC 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
Saved by Bell   Calif Dreams 
Bugs Bunny 1 Tweety q 
How the West Was Won 
18 3d Movie 
New Kids Bk 
Liquid Eitract 
Heathclifl 
Remodeling 
Insp Gadget 
Worship 
Back to Future 
X-Men. 
Land ol Lost 
WoodcyvtOQ 
Goli Show 
X-Men: 
Saved by Ben 
Land of Lost 
Sportscenter 
12:00 
Newsday . 
12:30 
Evans 
1:00 
Newsday q 
1:30 
Newsmaker 
Movie: *»':   The Super Cops (1974 Drama) Ron LeiDman 
College Basketball Ciemson at Maryland (Live) 
Movie: «»  Just rou and Me. Kid (1979) PG 
Raw Toonag*    Wonder 'rears _Wond*r Years 
Super Deve: 
Perk wing 
Venturing 
Paid Program 
Super Peve: 
Name-Advntur 
Parti wing 
Time Trot.  The Prodigy 
Sonny Smith Oav* Robins 
No Eicus*       Victory Garden 
Soul Tram (in Stereo) 
2:00 
Healthworks     Style iRi 
2:30 3:00 3:30 
On the Menu    [Your Money 
Movie: ««';   Foster andLaune (1975. Drama) Perry King 
Ski Jumping: U S Champ 
Life Stones      Movw: •';   Mannequin On the Wove (1991) 
Catwalk  Toxic Love 
Highlander The Series 
Why Didn't I 
HeartJ'nd Oustt 
Saved by Bell 
Wild Winter     [Speed 
4:00 
Close-up 
4:30 
Future Watch   EartyPrime 
FEBRUARY 27, 1993 
5:00 5:30 
Newsmaker 
Movie: ««';   Popeye Doyle  11986 Drama) Ed 0 Neill 
Skiing 24 Hours ol Aspen |R) [America's Horte 
College Basketball Seton Hall at Connecticut (live) q 
Movie: «»   Shaking the Tree (19911 PG-13     | The NeverEnding Story II The Neil Chapter 
Other Side of Victory 
Kung Fu: The legend Cont     [Baywalch q 
PGA Oorl Los Angeles Open iLivei q 
Ctry Close-up 
Senior PGA Golf Chrysler Cup Classic Hive) 
Sewing 
College Basketball Tuiane at Louisville (L.ve 
Energy 
Sewing-Nancy  Frug Gourmet 'Cookm' Cheap [Cooking 
Paid Program 
Wmme-Pooh 
ZooLile [Ri 
Weekend 
Movie: *«')  Drum Beat (1954. Western) Alan Ladd 
Micaey Mouse Movie: ««'-;  Hey There. Its Yog, Bear (1964) 
Sports 
Yogi Bear 
Mechanic 
Thai's My Dog 
Sunshine Fee 
WWF Mania Wrestling 
Paid Program    Pud Program 
Biography  J Edgar Hoover 
frug  Gourmet   Frug Gourmet 
Mac A Mutley MtMla 
119 00' Video Soul by Request 
ithing Stonot|Fmtl Score 
Wrote-Watch   |W**kwRock  Top 200 Videot of Al Time (In Stereoi 
Can't on TV      Can'l on TV 
In-Fithermen    Fishin' 
Black SUIIKKI  |Zorro_iRi_q 
Just Kids Missions 
Coaega Besketbell DePaui at St Louis (Live) 
Movie: **•')  Norma Rae (1979. Drama) Sally Field 
Sportscenter    College Basketball Virginia al Wake Forest (Live) 
SportsCentet   [CoBege Basketball ."gn a r .'.me Forest (Live) 
Country Net.    ISter Search (In Stereo) 
Wide World of Sports M 
Nova   Diving 'or Pirate Gold 
Street Justice   Cost ol Peace 
Impressions    [Extremist* 
MotorWeek       Previews 
Highlander The Senea 
Why Didn't l    |Roggm Heroes 
College Basketball North Carolina at Florida State (Live) 
College Basketball North Carolina at Florida State (live) 
Movie: * «'.   Face ol a Fugitive (1959) Fred MacMunay [Movie: ««   The Naked H.IIS H956 Adventure) U.S. Olympic Ootd Track a Field 
Movie: ««»«   The Maltese Falcon (1941) Humphrey Bogart q Movie: *««   What About Bob'' (1991) BiM Murray  PG q       [Movie: «««   The Nasty Girl (1990) PG '3     |Monkey House Movie: «')   Spirit ot 76 (1990) David Cassidy 
Mrthwormt     [Chroniclet of Nemia q «'7 Courage ol Black Beauty (1957)   |Movie: ««« Mustang Country (1976) Joel McCrea G ma mart 
Dennis Dennis 
Roland Martin   Outdoors 
WcfcNowt      [Beyond Betel |Peler ol Plecid Forest (Ri        |Repuntel|R) Cen'l on TV 
Vlrginion  PaKl m Full 
Auto Racing NASCAR Grand National - Goodwrench 200 (In Stereo Live) [Truckin' USA 
Over the H* Gang 
Movie: ««   Oil Beat (1986 Comedy) Judge FttwhoM 
Paid Program |Paid Program 
Invettigetive Reports (R) 
Moonlighting 
In the Wild      I World Alive 
Rap City 
Bskt. Forecast  Advisors 
Star Search (In Stereoi 
Am. Juottce    |Spies (R) 
China B*ach 
Pushing LirnKs [Wad-Wheels 
Teen Summit 
Bassmg [Basket. Report 
Family Theatre 
Rifleman Big Valley 
Insid* Stones [Nature ol Things:, 
Movie: ««   Curiosity KiH (1990) C Thomas Howell q 
Gunsmoke   The R' 
Anniulhs 
ienegadei 
Man *JN 
NHRA Tod.y     Inside-RKing 
Get Picture 
Bonanza  The Lost Episodes 
Prime Tawe Playhouse 
Mow* »»*  S^ver Streak |1976. Comedy) Gene WHrJet 
Smon I Simon Movie: «»   World olDracula (1979 Horror) Michael Noun      [Knight Rider Pan 2 ol 2) 
Movie: ««';   The Midnight Man (1974) Burt Lancaster 
Supermarket    [Shop Til Drop 
Wings  R 
Video LP « 
L.A. Law  Becker on the Ron 
Oevk s Canyon Whit* Water 
Fishing 
,Ri 
Movie t..   Biindioid (1966 Suspense) Rock Hudson 
Nature Wotch   Earth Journal 
Freshmen 
SMI Dance Out. Baeameaters 
Salute Shorts 
YoungRiders   »v COfOfl 
Stage Door     [Homslend 
(klSS'P • BuddMS 
Wenegede Headcase 
Comedy on me Road |R| 
Movie: *»  Happy Together (1989) Patrick Oempsey 
Paid Program    Rap City 
Big East Wk    *CoH*g« Basketball  Colorado at Kansas 
Video Soul by Request if i 
Nature of Things Kattt I Eikeh Siemeae Twms 
Teen Summit IRI 
iColleg* BaskeSba* Iowa State at Nebraska ILivei 
SATURDAY EVENING 
CNN 
6:00 
Wond Today 
WTBS 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
WTVR 
WRLH 
WHIC 
WCVE 
WGN 
6:30 
Pinnacle 
7:00 
Capital Gang 
7:30 8:00 8:30 
Sports Set     |Pnmenewt q 
9:00 9:30 
Both Sides       Sources 
10:00 10:30 
Work) News 
WCW Saturday Night 
Beit 'n Golf Tournament |Spor1tcontor   [Auto Racing 
Movie:**  Hard Promises (19911 Wiikem Peterson 'PG q 
News 
Family Works! 
Sendiego 
CBS News 
M-A-S-H 
ABC News 
NtwtOfll 
11   WJPR 
12    WWRT 
Irfestyles ol Rich A Famous 
iRenegede  Hot Tip 
13   WSET 
News 
News 
14   TNT Bugs Bunny A Pert 
18   SHOW (5 55) Movie: «**   The Doctor ii99i) Wiium Hurt PG-13 q 
DISN 
MTV 
19    NICK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOR 
2t   AAE 
27   LIFE 
28   TOC 
2»   BET 
X   HTS 
NBCN«ws 
ABCNtws 
Entertainment Tonight q 
Sun Trek: Peep Space Nine q 
Wheel-Fortune [Jeopardy! q 
Lawrence We* Show 
Runaway-Rich 
Prime Suspect 
Design W 
Design W 
Firefighters 
Cheers: 
Star Trek: Neit Gener 
[NBA Betketbel Atlanta Hawks at Chicago Bulls From Chicago Stadium (Live) 
NHL Hockey Buffalo Sabres al Montreal Canadians From the Montreal Forum (lure) 
11:00 11:30 12 00 
Sports TomghtjCaprtal Gang   [Newsrtfhl 
12 30 
Evans 
c ee'i   Dark Night ot the Scarecrow 11981 Horror) 
Motorcycles     Sportscenl*r 
Movi* «««  Fmai Analysis (1992) Richard Gere 
Dr. Qumn, Medicine Women q 
Cops . |Coos(R)q 
Impact 
Rq_ Ittovie: **'T  Toy Soldiers (1991. Drama) Soon Astm R q 
America's Most Wonted 
|Cotoy Basketbea CIAA Championship 
Movie: «*   City Heat H984 Comedy) Clint Eastwood q 
Movie:   Windjammer H937) Action and romance on the Pacific 
Buatoyo 
Cops . 
Almost Home 
Untouchables 
Commish    )„■???' B .-, 
Being Served  [French Field* 
NBA Baaketbal Atlanta Hawks at Chicago BuW From Ch<ago Stadium (Live) 
Copt |R) q      lAmenca s Most Wanted 
Nurses q       [Empty Nest q |Med Abo. You 
Movtt: «»   City Heat (1984 Comedyl Cknt Eastwood q 
Out*r Limits   Moonstone Outer Limns 
5 30i Movie;  wad Hearts 
Wrote Watch 
Double Dare 
Our Way 
Bordertown . 
Joyful Noise 
Swamp Thing 
Week m Rock 
Guts 
Movie: »«   Dark Horse 11992. Dramai Ed Begley Jr   PG 
Movie: »««  What About Bob'' (1991) PG q |mtioo-8oung 
Emergency     [Emer Cad 
Sisters  Different (in Stereo) 
Commsh  Out ot Business 
Comic Strip live (In Stereo) 
FEBRUARY 27. 1993 
1:00 
Travel Guid* 
1:30 
IR 
'he First Power 
College Besketbell Bnghem Young at Utah (live) 
Mov«   .        •    .,      .',.,  ■?????' ••'    Vir,      ,-/•     -■??,      '■■?
We clean carpel, furniture, 
auto interiors, itudent/ 
faculty rooms t>r houses. 
Call 392-6661! 
Spring Hi 
CANCUN, NASSAU 
from $2W 
Organize i BBSII iroup for KRKF 
trip 
CALL 1 (K4KD GETSUN-l 
Momed   WUh [Memed   WUh [Women* Coeege Beeketbe* 
Movw  •••       I- .;■■>■   <>*■?????l982iHj.rlbW  I   ■: 
Irt't Sliowbm* at In* Apoto      |Soul Twin (In Stereo) 
Smith A Jones |0« A«i 
I s^^W^WaTW   tt^^ty 
...     i Was Montys Double (1959) JohnM*t 
Comic Strip Live - -   ." •••■?,       Current Atev Eitra 
[Apollo Com 
'. WlMOM 
Saturday Night live |R| (In Stereo) (OwAiri 
Outer Linutt   The Human FKIOT 
Movie  • Delta Force 3 The Killing Game 
*•   White Fanq H99ii Klaus Man Brandauer   PC   . 'Paula Abdul Under My Sp*n 
Star Tr*a Deep Spec* Nme q 
Outer Limits 
Super Deve q 
Magnum, PI 
OtHM I MM 
V***** 
Outer Umita 
c»Vi   m tha CoU ol the Night (1990) R 
»g Pictur* 
Doug 
Country Beat (In Stereoi 
Alncan Skies 
Center Street 
Beyond 
Ironside 
Caroline's Comedy Hour |R) 
Rm Tm Tin 
Sports 
Rugrats 
Tiiat Conn 
Zorro iRi 
Tnnity Playhs* [Witter1* Reed 
Quantum I tap Mr- Stereo) q 
Gimme Brtak   'Who's Boss' 
Top 200 Videoa of Al Time (in Stereo 
jr^ Movie »»«',   Meet Me m St Lows H944) Judy Gartend q 
Clanssa Eipl 
OPT*"* 
Roundhous* 
Grind Opry 
Young Riders (in Stereo) q 
Secred Songs, Secred Spaces 
Ren A Shmpy j You Afiatd'' 
Staher Bros. (In Stereo) 
i Hitchcock   \uc, Show      *M T Moore 
Amencan Muw Shop '• 'Opry Bkslge 
Countdown to the Ball 
Dragnet 
Grand Opry 
Riflaman 
H*adbang*r s Bad ■?>'* 
Superman Donna Reed 
'Starter Bros 
Movie: *«««   The Searchers  M9S6 Westerni John Wayne Jeffrey Hunter 
TACTS: Act It Out 
CCMTV Zola Levitt 
VISN Showcase 
Movie i*   No Holds Barred (1989 Drama) Hu* Hogan 
TrevetQuest    jMome Again 
College Besketbell vaanova at St John s dive 
Movie: ««  Mac and Me (1988 Fantasy) Jade Category 
Natural World iR 
Paid Program    Paid Program 
Salt  Fishi 
^L NordK Track 
Mac A Mutley [Ammols 
Heart A Soul RAB 
Movie »»«  Night Gaaery (1969 Suspensel Joan Crawford 
Movie:*1]  WhosThetG*f> I'987 Comedy)Madonna 
Irving Planet: Earth 
Of the Court   [Sports Report 
Choppers R 
Saturday Showcase 
Silt Stalk mgs   ■??: 
News  . 
Secred Soul 
Petty Duke       Fern 2-NigM J 
American MUSK Shor, 
Paid Program    Paid Progiem 
'D*f*ns* "••" Ma"*' 
»Vi   OH the Mark  H987 Comedy) Mark Neetey Fortress ol Amer 
Newsworthy     Night Gamea 
Video Soul by Reou*tl 
Comedy on tht Road 
Comics in Search 
Cha««ng« I 
Caroline s Comedy Hour R 
Unsolved Mysten** 
Living Pienet   EjrU 
Peid Program   [Paid Profrom  |PeidPn|ffiat P.KJ •"JQIV 
Night Gaaery "989 Sutptnsoi Joe'" Crewtprd 
Peid Program    Paid Projram 
Swing Tremor [College Besketbell George Mason at James Madison n,t      College Basketball    "     - 
XWenotlRi Choppers P 
Paid Progrim Comicvi*. •• ]Video IP IRi 
Tenms  -.••'      -  '■'    _ 
Chemnge   '-gi MajrAf 
Rap Cm; Best ol me ■?
STUDENTS orORGANIZA- 
TIONS. IMimok-ourl-loruLiSpring 
Break p.iikapcs   1 am Ml >N1 iY atul 
FREE inps   Organize SMA1 I  or 
LARGE groups. Call Campus M.n 
keting, 800-423-5264 
$$$$. KRKK TRAVEL AND KK- 
SUME EXPERIENCE!!  Indivadu 
alsandStuedenK trgartizaUoiuwaniGd 
ID promoic SI'RINl i HKI'AK.call the 
nation's leader. Inter-Campus Pro- 
grams 1-800-327-6013 
SPRINGBREAKERS. 
Promote our PVorkla Spring Break 
packages. Earn MONEY andFRB 
trips. Organize SMALL or I ARGE 
groups Campus Marketing. 800 
423-5264 
SUMMER JOBS-l win i akea State 
I'arki.s now accepting applu .iitoits lot 
season.ii employment foi mainte- 
nance, lifeguards, IIKKI operations, 
supervisory positions ol food produc- 
tion, contact rangers, ehtei lifeguards 
ami grounds worker Submit slate 
form #10-012 u> apply Contact the 
VIX'inlannvilleor Iwinl akesSiau 
Psvktt 392-3433 for furtbei informs 
lion. BEO/AA 
AIM IPTION—We hope- to share our 
love and many blessings with a halu 
or young child We are professionals, 
financially secure and anxiously seek 
ing to adopt  We have a large close 
family - both sets ol grandparents and 
9 nieces and nephews 10 love and 
cherish your child We will help you 
any way we legally can Please call 
collect  (804)739-5075 
ADOITION: (live your baby a hie 
filled with love, laughter, and lutll 
bies.   Happily married, financially 
secure couple hoping to adopt   Call 
Jeannle and Ken colled     804-282- 
1652. (lawful expenses paid ) Sunny 
nursery, loving grandparents will wel 
come baby home   
FOR SALE 
IBM cnmpatibl*. 640K KAM. C( iA 
monitor. 2 - 5 1/4 drives. 30mb III) 
Makes a great word processor, Soft- 
ware included. $450 696-1926 or 
leave message al 395-2120. 
CRUDE SHIP EMPLOYMENT 
now hiring students. $3(M)/VKK)wkly. 
Summer/lull Time. Tour Guides, Gif) 
Ship Sales. Deck Hands. Ilartenders. 
Casino Dealers, Etc   World travel - 
Caribbean, Alaska. Europe, Hawaii 
No Experience Necessary    Call I 
602-680-0323 Bat 23. 
CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED 
89MERCEDES   $200 
KfiVW $80 
87MERCEDES         Mini 
65 MUSTANG $50 
Choose Irom thousand*, starting SM) 
PREE lnlormation-24 Hour lloiline 
801-37'>-2«29( opynght #VA025110 
S2IMI - $500 YVF.KKLY 
Assemble prtxIiK Is al home    I a 
No selling   You're paid dine!   I tilly 
(iiiaranleed     PREE lnloiinalion-24 
Horn Hotline   HIM 179-2900Copy- 
right IVA025TS0 
SKI 
SPMMGBKEAK   93 
IHTtnCOUJUATl 
SKI MrTaTKS 
»MT. SUTJOH, 
CANADA 
ONLY 
$209 
forty tn tht Snor- f 
5 DayUH Ticket 
5 Mights Lodging 
IMount si ntidm Condo/ 
5 Doyi Intercollegiate 
ActrWtJCf 
Sponsor! Include Lsbsrtt 
f fievt and Itiolaon 
legal   If) 
CJUL UU THAVWL UHLkWftb 
I 800-999-SKI 9 
. 
Pagi u 
PERSONALS 
' »id .r.iitxxiks ut N'lii)'  "i<i fa $5 
is years tr<mi   1933- 
1990 I he Vifyinmi ill Hnx 
REWARD 011 ERED    I osl Keys; 
■?mi rj keyrings with about 15 
■■????mall black bolllc opener 
If found pli H.2120. 
SAI I   SEX   I SHIRTS AVAIL 
ABLE!   'All. 1777. 
To Lead is to Serve.'     PRINCEPS 
Signups IIM the Bloodmobile, ipon 
sored v-ill IH' March 1-1 
|   ilmm r  in llie New 
Smokei area  The Bloodmobile will 
irch in A 17 in.in 16 6pm 
in iiu AH( rooms. 
< ()UkSi;H;i;S;ire due in ilk 00* < 
ol' ashiering and Student Accounts 
1993 Failure lopay by the 
ilm date will resull in :i SIQI.aiel ce 
itud a, tg^iMiiilUMi lit'W Hag. 
I AtiKANHI I.I.I CAMPA 
I■?vn wanted to flglM m medieval 
armour? I otik foi out next meeting or 
..ill <v./ 
CRUISE JOBS 
Students Needed! 
I*arn  $2,lHKl»/nu>nlh working for CfflllM 
ShlptMld lour ( OIII[MMII->   Holiday, 
Summtl <md Pull  I triteI'ftiplovnirril 
■vailaM   i oa HBpkMnefM proxriim i all 
' n.i-.r l.mutoymrnt Servicrt 
(206) 634-0468 tut C533B 
GREEKS & CLUBS 
RAISE A COOL 
M000 
IN JUST ONE WEEKI 
I'l.rs $1000 FOR THK 
MKMBER WHO CALLSI 
No obligation No cost 
AndaFREE 
IGLOO ODOUR 
if you qualify. Call 
l-800-9J2-0528.Ext.65 
rr \ (D% LOVT\ 
Do you have problems in 
your love life? 
Are you wondering if he/ 
she is right for you? 
Do you just need advice? 
NOW is the time to ask 
someone who has a 
mature perspective and 
wants to help you! 
Send you questions to: 
Dr. Love 
c/o Hie Rotunda 
LC Box 2901 
l.umville, VA 23909 
 
• Pregnancy tests 
ristian counst 
Support throughout 
pregnancy 
All servi 
and confidential 
142 N. Main St, 2nd floor 
Downtown Farmville 
24-HOUR HOTLINE 
192-8483 
.are and want to hi 
TELEVISION The Rotunda I enruary 24. I'W.l 
SUNDAY DAYTIME 
10:00 
2    CNN 
WTBS 
ESPN 
5 MB0 
6 WTVR 
7 WHLH 
e   MK 
9    WCVE 
WGN 
WJPR 
WWRT 
WSET 
TNI 
SHOW 
DISN 
MTV 
10:30 
On the Menu 
Happy Dayi 
SportsW**kly 
Ne«smek*r_ 
Movn  • •'; 
11:00 
Coaches 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 
So—co-T»ch [Now»d*y: 
Superman III 11963 Fantasy) Christopher Reeve Richard Pryor. Annette 0 Toole 
Reporters Sportsc*nt*r Outsio* the Line* 
■???I    Movie 
Sunday Morn 
Mow   Hostages 11993 Dramai Kathy Baits 
Untouchables! 
Larry JoneS 
19 00) 
Va Legist      [V*. Current* 
Star Sta<ch   • siceoi 
Larry Jones     |0utdoorsm*n 
'Robert Schuker 
Bjptt^ JHJOMS 
**r Supe-s'ars 
First Baptist Church 
Capitol Ntws   |A*s«mbtyWk 
Lmwtytts ol Rich I Famous 
LrltstyHs ol Rich a Famous 
Victory Hour 
Work Woman     This Week With Da.id Bnnkiey Gov s Report 
Movie • •    '•* Lost Continent (1968) Eric Porter 
U   NICK 
INN 
FAM 
23   VISN 
USA 
WWOR 
A*E 
Movie •• Ernest Scared Stupid (1991) Jim Vamey  PC- g 
The Many Adventures of Wmne the Pooh  G 
MTV Jams ii-   >■-. 
Doug 
Winners 
Insp Gadget 
W'.-shp 
Rugrats 
NHRA Today 
PitNt fata* 
Worship 
Sports 
Ren A Stimpy 
kWde-Racing 
AmBeby_ 
Presbyterian 
Teddy Bear 
Big Picture 
Salute Shorts 
Racedey 
Healthy Kids 
Duco. ery 
(7 001 Cartoon Eipress 
Steampipe Aaey 
LIFE 
TDC 
BET 
HTS 
(9 OOl Breakfast With the Arts 
IM Review |F<    Internal Medic 
Cholesterol Homework s 
Video Gospel 
Women s College Basketball  ' I.-„/ y r,'. 
Easy Does It 
Personal Diary 
Boakman's     |Patd Program 
1:30 2:00 2:30 
Mon#yw#>9ii     i w##8 m Review 
Makmg of Superman I a H Behind the scenes 
3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 
World Report 
Move: *•   Invaders From Mars (1986) Hunter Carson 
S«i World 
Movie *•'.-   Footloose n964 Drama) Kevin Bacon   PG 
CoHete Basketball Georgetown at Pittsburgh (Live) g 
Movie: ••   Batman   H966 Adventure) Adam West. Burl Ward 
International Auto Show 
Sports Illustrated Swimsurt 
Tenon Evert Cup    Women s Final From Pakn Springs Calil 
FEBRUARY 2B, 1993 
5:00 
EartyPnme 
Tom A Jerry 
_L35_ 
Captem Planet 
Bodybuilding Mr Otympia |R) 
Pokce Academy 5 Assignment Miami Beach   |Movie: «« -The Mart (1990) Martin Sheen 
Cotsg* Basktlbe* Michigan at Ohio Slate (Lrve) g 
Movie: «*Vi  Predator (1987) Arnokl Schwarzenegger 
This Week With David Bnnkk*y|Thi* Richmond [Health Today   JDick Ttrrant    [Senior POA OoH Chrysler Cup q 
Battte-Brems    Club Connect   kith* Mix 
Movie: »«V;  Protocol [1964. Comedy) Gc*3ie Hawn 
Movie; ••';   The Adventures ol Mib and Otis (1989) 
Design W       ]NBA Showtime 
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine : 
Lawrence We* Show [McLeughkn     |OneonOne 
Movie: ««'7  Agent 8 3/4 (1963. Comedy) Dirk Bogarde 
Movie: »•'■:  Go. Man. Go1 (1954) Harlem Globetrotters 
POA Poll Los Angeles Open (Live) g 
Babylon S (1993. Science Fiction) Michael 0 Hare g 
CoBogo Basketbol UCLA at Duke (Live) g 
Tony Brown    |Money VSEN Perent Forum 
Movie: ••  Appointment With Venus  (195?) Grynit Johns 
Boouty end me Beast:; |Highiinder The Series 
NBA Baskettal New York Kncks at New Jersey Nets (Live) NBA Basketball San Antonio Spurs al Orlando Magic From the Orlando Arena 
Health Today Insanity 
Movie »Vj   Prehistoric Women (1%7) Martine BeswKk 
Movie ••     Rachel River |1987| PG-13 
Kids Incorp 
Week m Rock 
Sand Fairy 
Clarissa Eipl 
500 Preview 
WroleWatch 
Danger Bay : 
Senior PGA GoH Chrysler Cup final round Irom Sarasota Fla 
Movie: •• Creatures the World Forgot (1971) Juke Ege 
Day m the Ltte of Hoaywood    |Movie: «««   ThatsUle (1966) Jack Lemmon 
Zorro [Movie: ««'-?   The Skoper and the Rose (1976. Fantasy) G 
Co»ge Basketbal UCLA at Duke (Live) g 
Movie:   The Heart ol Justice (1993. Mystery) Eric Slot; 
««';  Sibling Rivalry (1990)'PG-13'     | Return To 
e «««   The Love Bug (1969. Comedy) Dean Jones  G 
Freshmen 
Top 200 Videos ol Al Time (In Stereo) 
WUdSido        [Fifteen |Daddy I'm Their Momma Now |Moa>'i Pilgrim |Greatoit Show |Can't on TV    |Out ol Control 
Auto RKing NASCAR Winston Cup - Goodwrench 500 From the North Carolina Motor Speedway in Rockingham, N C (In Stereo Live) 
Waltons   The Townie 
Second Baptist Church 
WWF A»American Wrestling 
Movie: «»»   Gunhght at the 0 K Corral (1957 Western) Burl Lancaster 
Worship: Catholic Mass 
MacGyver  Death lock 
• ••  When the Daitons Rode (1940) 
Movie: ««  Oh Heavenly Dog1 11980 Comedy) Chevy Chase Movie: **»•   The Heartbreak Kid (1972) Charles Grodm 
C8*(jHok)«jy 
For Black Men 
Jmi ol Med 
Great Chefs 
Lead Story 
Va WikKile 
Physicians 
Nature Watch 
Paid Program 
Movie »'.   LetsGoNavy (195' Comedyl 
Family 
Earth Journal 
Paid Program 
Collector's Showcase 
Physicians 
Katie > Eitsh: Siamese Twins 
Paid Program   , Paid Program 
Angels Worship | Expression 
Wild Side 
NHRA Today   | Inside Racing 
Movie: *««*   The Searchers (1956. Western) John Wayne Jeffrey Hunter 
Highway 
Movie:   Fallen Champ The Untold Story ol M*e Tyson (1993) 
Movst:«*'i  Repo Man (1984 Comedy) Emiko Esleve; 
Radiology       [Cardiology 
Truth - The Tube al Reality 
Paid Program   Paid Program 
Denbst Update [internal Medic. 
Mormon Choir 
Gossip1 
Illuminations 
Jusl Ten ol Us 
It Is Written 
My Two Dads 
Worship 
B Buddies 
MOVSS:«*'J tile With Father {Ml) William Powel 
Movie: »«'; My Tutor (1983, Comedy-Drama) Caren Kaye 
Disease 
Movie:  Mysterious Uimature World  (1983) 
Paid Program jPaid Program [Paid Program 
Capitals i NHL Hockey P-ttsburgh Penguins at Washington Capitals From the Capital Centre (Live) 
Jrnl of Wed. 
Travel-Advent 
Paid Program 
Family 
Mac 1 Mutley 
Paid Program 
Medical Prog. 
Animals 
Paid Program 
:o«ege Basketbal: R utgers at G Wash 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 
2 CNN 
3 WIBS 
4 ESPN 
5 HBO 
6 WTVR 
6:30 
Week m NBA Wo«d loday 
WCW Main Event Wrestling 
Superbouts Haye* vs Mugabi 
Mr Bean ;-   . Mo.ie. •';   Club Fed 
7:00 
Bus'ness 
7:30 
Sports Sunday 
8:00 8:30 
Pnmenews; 
Masters ol the Universe |1987| Dolph Lundgrer 
Sportscenter     Sky Di».ng 
WRLH 
WRIC 
WCVE 
WGN 
WJPR 
WWR1 
WSET 
CBS News 
Star Trek 
Ne»s 
Ghostwriter.. 
MM Qa«ai 
ABC News 
G'v,lt»M-l 
119901 Judy Landers 
60 Minutes (In Slereoi g 
Batman g       | Shaky Ground 
LrfeGoesOn   Bedfellows 
Auslm City Limits  B B King 
Movie: ••   National Lampoon s European Vacation (1985) 
Catwalk   toxic Love 
News 
News 
14   TNT 
16 SHOW 
17 DISN 
NB's, NtWI 
ABC News 
Batman:;       |Shaky Grounj 
Unsolved Myitenas (in Stereo) 
Lile Goes On   Bedlellows 
Bugs Bunny 1 Pals 
Outside the Lines: Shag 
9:00 9:30 
Week in Review 
10:00 10:30 
World News 
National Geographic Explorer: 
Boxing Alfred Cole vs Uriah Grant (Live) 
11:00 
Sports Tonight 
11:30 
Network Earth 
Business 
FEBRUARY 28. 1803 
12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 
World Report Final Edition 
Lon Davis There's an A    It Is Written      Deal-A-Meal 
Sportscenter |IPBT Bowling Nu Generation Classn (Live) 
Movie: ♦««'?   Boy: N the Hood (1991) Cuba Goodmg Jr    R |Movie:   Hostages  (1993. Drama) Kathy Bales 
Murder, She Wrote (In Stereo) 
In Living Color 
Home Videos 
Roc (in Stereo) 
Am. Funniest 
Nature iin Stereo) g 
jtreet Justice  Cost of Peace 
In Living Color [Roc (in Stereo) 
I Witness Video (in Stereoig 
Home Videos    Am. Funniest 
Mowe:   Rio Diablo [1993. Western) Kenny Rogers 
Married... With |Htnnan Head [Edna Time (In Stereo) g 
Movie:   Not in My Family (1993 Drama) Joanna Kerns g 
Masterpiece Theatre |Bsadwg the River Mississippi 
News 
Sports Illustrated Swimsuit 
Married   With 
Arsemo Had IRI (In Stereo) g 
Married   With 
Baauty Break 
Movie: ♦';   Pale Blood (1991. Horror) R 
Current Aden Extra 
Trinity Baptist Church 
[Ebony.Jat 
News American Gladiators Apollo Comedy Hour 
[Whoopi Goldberg i In Stereo 
(in 
Dancing Man - Pag Leg Baits |(0W Air) 
Kojak Instant Replay 
Married... With Herman Head  i Edna Time (In Stereoig 
Movie:  Journey to the Center ol the Earth (1993) g 
Not m My Family (1993. Drama) Joanna Kerns g 
Know Bun-Phil (Blues Gom' On [Movie:"'.-  We re No Angus (1969) 
Whoopi Goldberg (h Stereo)     It's Showlime al the Apollo      |Kung Fu: The Legend Coot. 
News 
News 
Movie: *i*7Buci( and the Preacher (1972) Sidney Porter      |Movie: «■««  BrotherJohn (1971, Drama) Sidney Portier 
Inside Edition   Making Money [Quantum Leap (In Stereo):; 
Ent. Tonight      Magnum  P I 
Movie: 
Home 
BngMRou) 0953 
mst Shopping 
Driaw) 
Spree 
.;-«■- AH 
I Movie: *'? Return to the Blue Lagoon   |Movie: «« Ernest Scared Stupid (1991) PG 
A.O'ill'rt 
II   MTV       Top 200 Videos of AN Time (in Stereo) 
19   NICK     'Double Dare 
the Night   :; |Movie: «»'-?  Spooner |I989. Comedy-Oramai Rooert Unch g 
20 TNN 
22 FAM 
23 VISN 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
26 AtE 
27 LIFE 
28 IDC 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
Remodeling 
Big Bro Jake 
Sacred Soul 
Guts 
Machinal 
Thais My Dog 
Beyond rWcMlkai 
Berneby Jones 
In Search Of... (R) 
Medical Prog     Medical Prog 
Wings I"i 
Paid Program 
Basketball 
Paid Program   Paid Program 
Looney Tunes 
InFisherman 
Man Mansion 
Joy ol Music    Songs 
Wrote-Walch 
Looney Tunes 
BM Dance Out 
Rin Tin Tin 
MecGyvoT  KiH Zone 
lassWI t Simon 
Real West |Ri 
Physicians       Milestones 
Rediscovering America ifil 
Collectors Showcase |P' 
Big Picture      [Week in Rock 
Movie: **  Lake Consequence (1993) R       [Movie: «»  WU Orchid2 Two Shades ot Blue (1991) R       |Movie: < 1987. Drama) R 
Pnmales the Almost Human 
Sports | Sports 
«»«   Never Cry Woll |1983| Charles Martin Smith   PG 
Unplugged (R) |Rod.umentary  Liquid Extract   Liquid TV 
Chairman's Choice Favorite episodes ol The Dick Van Dyke Show 
Hank Parker 
Alncan Skies 
Raceday 
Black Stallion 
Nature ol Things 
Fishm' Roland Martin 
Father Dowling Mysteries 
Common Sense Rekgwn (Live) 
Movie:   Triav 4" Error (1993 Dramai Tim Matheson 
Gloria jGimme Break    Ko)ak 
Bassmaslers   IOutdoors 
In Touch 
Worship 
Countersinks  The Hit 
Golf Show 
Movie: ««»   Gypsy 11962) A musical biography of the life of famed stripper Gypsy Rose Lee 
Jml. ol Med 
Wildlife Tales 
Family Cardiology 
Sanctuaries 
Paid Program    Paid Program   Paid Program 
Women's College Basketball Clem; 
Internal Medic Ob.Gyn 
Monument lor a GonHa (Ri 
Bobby Jones Gospel iR) 
Not a Freak 
Video Gospel 
Family 
N.E Diners 
M.T Moore 
Road Test 
Dragnet 
BenHaden 
Worship 
Truck Power 
J. Anaorborg 
Church Chnst 
Silk Stagings   Kid Stuff  |R) g 
Paid Program  iPaid Program 
Bndeshead Revisited 
Paid Program 
WMMt Tales 
Paid Program 
Sanctuaries 
al North Carolina (R1    [Tennis Purex Championships    Senifina1 Mate- 
Personal Diary For Black Men Lead Story 
Tennis Purex Championships 
The Ghost and Mrs Mu>t Sappy-Rose 
120 Minutes (in Stereo) 
Superman 
Truckm' USA 
John Osleen 
Donna Reed 
Winners (RI 
Larry Jones 
Everyman 
HoUywd Inside Paid Program 
Paid Program  |Paid Program 
Patty Duke 
Our Way 
Paid Program 
Fem.2-Night 
EipW America 
Paid Program 
Paid Program   Paid Program 
Paid Program [Paid Program 
Gypsy (1962 Musical) Natalie Wood 
Paid Program   Paid Program 
Monument lor a Gorilla |R) 
Paid Program 
Paid Program  |Paid Program 
Not a Freak 
Paid Program 
i ■?a! IMcfl 
Paid Program 
N.E. Diners 
Paid Program 
Capitals 
MONDAY EVENING 
2    CNN 
3   WTBS 
4 ESPN 
5 HBO 
6:00 6:30 
Work) Today 
3's Company 
thb.r,!-. 
Andy Griffith 
Up Close 
7:00 
Ml  eyi IM 
B Hillbillies 
Sportscenter 
7:30 
Crossfire 
8:00 8:30 
Pnmenews. 
9:00 9:30 
Larry King Live g 
10:00 10:30 
Work) News 
11:00 11:30 12:00 
Sports Tonight jMonoylino (R.   Newsmght 
Sanlord t Son Movie: «*«   Coma 11976 Suspensei Genevieve BuKtd, Michael Douglas 
6 WTVR      News 
7 WRLH    'Ful 
t    WRIC     'New 
Movie: ««')   Just One ol the Guys (1985) Joyce Hyser g 
College Basketbal Syracuse al St John s iLivel 
CBS News 
Mama 
Roseanno g    |Ent. Tonight 
Star Trek: Next Gsnor. 
ADC.   NffWS 
I   WCVE   [Japanese       |Business Rpt. 
WGN     'Saved by Bell 
WJPR    'Ful House', 
WWRT 
13   WSET 
TNT 
SHOW 
17    DiSN 
II   MTV 
IS   NICK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
News 
Partridge Fam 
[Mama  
NBC News 
Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy!: 
Mac Neil Lehrer Newshour g    Travels g 
Movie:**   All-American Murder |1992| R 
Evening Shade |Hearts Afire g [Murphy Brown Love * War g j Northern Exposure (in Stereol 
Rape and Marriage The Rideout Case (1980) 
Collage Basketball Oklahoma Stale at Oklahoma (Lrve) |Sportscenter 
Movie; **  Dance With Death (1992) R Conv With a Killer 
Movie: «««';  Aliens 11986. Science Ficboni Sigourney Weaver Michael Biehn Paul Reiser Arsemo Hall (In Stereol:; 
FBI: Untold St. Am. Detective They ve Taken Our Children The ChowcftHa Kidnapping 
American Experience 
Newt 
Design W Jeffersons  .     Mo«ie  ••       ' ■?-■?First Power   [1990) Lou Diamond Phillips 
Murphy Brown Movie    8aavton 5 (1993. Science Fiction) Michael 0 H3re g 
inside Edition icneeis:.        FnwhPHnoa   iBtneemg 
ABC News Inside Edition 
Bugs S Pals      Captair Planet  Jetsons Bugs t Pa<5 
Movie:   The Search lor Signs ol rtelligent Life in the Universe 
Ent Tonight 
♦?•   Care Bears Movie II A New Generation 
MTV Jams (In Stereo) Liquid TV 
What You Do   |W4d-Craiy KKJ looney Tunes 
|5 Ml VideoPM (In Stereo) Video Prune (In Stereo) 
Lite Goes On (In Stereoig 
24   USA 
Robert Clary    [Tnnity Playhse 
American Gladiators 
25 WWOR 
26 A&E 
27 LIFE 
21 TDC 
a m 
X   HTS 
Cosby Show     Who's Boss?    Gimme Break  [Gloria 
Rockford Files:, 
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
VKlen IP 
Gary Wilkams 
Shop Til Drop 
Wildlife Chron. 
Icraej Sce"» 
Bullets Jam 
Wonderland 
Comedy Hour 
Avonlea (Rum Stereol g [Movie: ««««   Casablanca (1942) Humphrey Bogart  PG 
Classic MTV 
BuHwmkle Get Smart 
Waltons   The Star 
1 m the Spirit | Headlines 
Quantum Leap (ir, Stereo) g 
in Search 01 
Unsolved Myslenes 
biWddoess 
Triple Threat 
AIP Magi 
I'm Back 
FBI: Untold SI.  Am. Detective 
Renaissance 
News 
M-A-S'H [Family Works! 
Movie:   fttooVmea- Murder in the Family   H9931 Minn Rogers 
NBA Basketball Boston Celtics at Detroit Pistons (Live) 
They ve Taken Our Children The ChowcMla Kidnapping 
12:30 
CrossareiR 
MARCH 1   1993 
1:00 1:30 
UrryKmgiRl 
National Geographic Explorer (R)q 
College Basketbal Nevada-Las Vegas at New Mexco Slate 
[Sweating Bullets   The Palsy 
Movie: ««  Timebomb (1990) Michael Biehn   [««  Free/act 
Adventures 
Night Court 
Studs 
News 
mtjhtHOt ". 
Dennis Wholey (Off Am 
Studs 
Love Connect   Catwalk   No Returns  |R| 
Whoop. 
Nighttalk 
HwjhWajiy to nftvo C^ 
PtaW Ptoytatfi [Who t Box? 
Koyak 
Cheers , Whoopi 
Tonighl Show (In Stereo) g 
Nightlme I RushL 
|Movie: **h   The Spikes Gang (1974 Western) Lee Marvin 
Movie «'■???Once Upon a Crime (1992) PG    [Jim Carrey      [Movie: ««   Ultimate Desires (1991 Drama) R 
Movie: ««   Young Doctors >n Love ii982) 
Gunsmoke   Drago 
David Lettennan 
Current AHair 
Bob Costas 
Hard Copy-   [Home Shopping Spue 
Movie •••    The Courtship ol Eddie s Father 
Pnme Time With Dufl iin Stereol 
Superman M.T. Moore     [Dick Van Dyke 
Crook and Chase (In Stereo) Nashville Now Dwight Yoakam 
Young Riders (In Stereo) g Father Dowling Mysteries 
Prime Time Playhouse Sacred Songs, Sacred Spaces 
Murder  She Wrote Q 
Simon t law* 
David L. Wotpor Presents 
L.A. Law  Armand s Hammer 
Natural World |Ri 
Sanlord "omr.*. 
WWF: Monday Night Raw 
Bameby Jones 
Sherlock Holmes Mysteries 
Frank Sinatra The Main Event Movie: •*•   The Last of the Mohicans (1936) 
Sex m the '90s |R) (In Stereo) Comedy Hour 
Dragnet Hitchcock Lucy Show 
Ralph Emery On the Record Club Danced i 
700 Club Scarecrow and Mrs King 
Memonal Methodist Church 
Matni   Death and Taxes 
Loveyoy   Benin Bronze 
Movie: ««   Shattered Innocence (1988 Dramai Jonna Lee 
Europe     This Great Nation       Portrait of a People 
Adtt So.,. 
Women s College Basketball  . AA _-d'-> jris'■; College Basketball: CIAA Championship 
The Borrower 11989i Rae Dawn Cnong.   R 
Grind Alternative Nation (In Stereo! 
F Troop Get Smart        Dotm G*s 
ir sm Miller I Company f_d CarK 
SmgOut 
Bonania: The Lost Episodes 
MacGyver   Early Retirement 
Streets ol San Francisco 
Evening at the Improv (Rl 
Thrtysomethmg   Arizona 
Natural World iRi 
I'm Back 
Grip Maatti 
Recovery Line 
Hitchhiker       [Ray Bradbury 
Barnaby Jones 
David L Wotpor Presents 
Europe ■• This Great Nation 
Midnight Love 
SraMbN 
nsefaaM CM 
Droamfeme (In Stereol 
Patty Duke     [Donna Reed 
Nashville Now Dwight Yoakam 
Rifleman 
Mormon Choir 
Family Feud 
Paid Program 
Songs 
Hotywd Inside Peg House (R) 
Joe Frankkn 
Sherlock Holmes Mystsnea 
Mysteries      [Paid Program 
Portrait of a People (R) 
Conncview iR) iScreen Scene 
Women's College Basketbal: ClAA Championship 
TUESDAY EVENING 
2   CNN World Today 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
6    WTVR 
7    WRLH 
mm 
9 WCVE 
10 WGN 
11 WJPR 
6:00 630 
Is Company AndyGnmth 
NBA Today Up Close 
(4 45) Movie: Movie  •        V,    -■•'„• 1R8  David Olyai 
News CBS News 
full House 
News 
Japanese 
Saved by Bell 
12   WWRT 
13   WSE1 
14   TNT 
SHOW 
DISN 
MTV 
NICK 
TNN 
FAM 
VISN 
USA 
WWOR 
AtE 
I ull House 
Bugs * Pals 
7:00 
Moneykne 
B. HMbiNits 
Sportscenter 
7:30 
Crossfire 
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 
Primsnows g Larry King Live  , 
-^ 10:00 10:30 
World News 
11:00 
Sports Tonight 
11.30 
MoneyknelRi 
12:00 
Sanlord a Son Movie: ««';   Red Dawn H984 Adventure) Patrick Swayze C Thomas Howell [Movie: ««"; losrn <f (1982. Comedy) Tom Cruise 
Newsmght 
College Basketball Iowa at Michigan (Live) 
Roseanne Ent  Tonight 
ABC News 
Business Rpt 
Partridge Fam 
Mama 
NBC NtWI 
ABC News 
Captain Planet 
Movie: «««  Final Analysis (1992) Richard Gere  R 
Star Trek. Next Gener 
Rescue 911 g |Movie: «»«';   Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade (1989) Harrison Ford g 
Class ol H (in Ste-eo) g 
Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy!: Full House:;  [Mr. Cooper 
MacNeil Lehrer Newshour □?
Desiu.    W Jefleisons  , 
CurrerH Affair 
Inside Editon 
inside Editon 
Cheers g 
Jetsons 
Movie «*«';   lie Defiant Ones (1956) g 
Movie ««'?  Hey There, its Yogi 
MTV Jams iin Slereoi \U 
Bear (1964) 
Nova   ■.'  ■>>   ■■?-:•      ' : '.A    Frontline  , 
College Basketball DePaui al Bradley (Live) 
Muipt'i Brown Class ol '*6 (in Stereo) g 
Ent. Tonight 
Quantum Leap (In Slereoi g 
Full House ,    Mr. Cooper 
Bugs t Pals 
Superjlave: 
NBA Basketbal Chicago Bulls al New Jersey Nets From Meadowlands Arena   [Movie: »««  Bataan (1943 Adventure) Robert Taylor Thomas Mitchell 
Zorro 
Liquid TV Comedy Hour 
27 LIFE 
21 TDC 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
Whal You Do   [Wild Craiy Kid 
■?deoPM (in Stereol 
Lite Pees On (I" Slereoi:, 
Center Street    Christopher 
American Gladiators 
Cosby Show . Who s Boss'' 
Rockford Files g  
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
Video LP Screen Scene 
Chris Knoche    NBA Action 
Looney Tunes BuHwmkle 
Video Pnme (In Stereol 
Waltons   The Sinner 
Life Choices    i Spint 
Ouantum Leap 
Gimme Break    Fish 
'in Search 01 IR) 
Shop Til Drop  Unsolved Mysteries 
Wildlife Chron   In Wildness 
Triple Threat 
Capitals 
Comedy Club 
College Basketbal Tennessee at Vandertxtt (Lrve) 
; Life Stones: Families m Cnsis 
Key Wan Act ol God i 
Roseanne  .      Jack* T 
Key West Act ol God g 
Hunter   Renegade 
Civil Wars (In Stereo) g 
Americas (In Stereo) g 
The Affair g 
Movie:   Bloodlines Murder in the Family (1993) Mimi Rogers 
Roseanne g   | Jackie T. Cm! Wars (In Stereo) [ 
| Sportscenter 
Movie: »• 
12:30 
Crosshe (R) 
1:00 
MARCH 2.1903 
1:30 
Larry King |R) 
Movie *•'.   Ma>.ng_tneG-ade    198^ 
Ski World 
Shining Through (1992) Michael Douglas B'g 
Arsemo Hall (In Stereol 
Forever Knight (In Stereo) Love Connect. 
Adventures 
Night Court 
Studs 
Ntghttir 
Dennis Wholey 
Studs [Whoopi 
Nighttae. 
Pro Ski Tour    |Snowboarding 
Movie: »'^   flown the Drain 
Street Justice i« 
Highway to Heaven g 
(Off Am 
Paid Program  |Who'iBoss7 
Kossk 
Cheers g        |Whoopi 
Movie  •• .    TheFtotPomH    '990 htOTTOT) 
Gunsmoke   The Bullet 
Tonighl Show (In Stereo) g 
Nightkrie g     |Ruah L 
David Lettennan 
Hard Copy g_ 
Movse- **   Double Trouble (1991) R q |Movie: ««   Medicine Man (1992) Sean Connery 
Walt Disney Presents 
Classic MTV   iPrtme Tims Wish Put (In Stereo) 
|Movie: eaaVi   The Westerner (1940. Western) Gary Cooper 
[More Sex 90 s [House of Style 
Chairman's Choice Favorite episodes ol   The Dick Van Dyke Show 
Crook and Chase (In Slereoi Nashville Now Michael Martin Murphey 
Young Riders  Blind Love  g  [Father Dowling Mysteries 
Caillpbeas      [in Good Faith   Man Alive ,     Heart Matter 
700 Club 
| On Stage 
Worship: First Baptist Church 
Mattn Death and Taxes |R) |Bonig Brett Laly vs Vmny Pazienza (Live) 
Mowe: «*«   Nighthawks (1981 Suspense) Sylvester Stallone   News :; 
Biography |R| 
LA Law 
Terra X |fl 
Sanlord 
AC Clarke 
Comcview 
Kathksen BatBe at the Met      [Evetyn Qlenme m Bio (R) 
Movie: ••   ' Saw What You Did (1988) Robert Carradine 
Invention 
Video Soul (Ri 
| Machines       [Nature of Thing* 
PG-13 i: **'■!   Hostile Takeover (1989) R 
Current AlaK 
Bob Costas 
Home Shoppinj Spree 
The Long Long Trader 
Comedy Club 
c «««»   Zorba the Greek (1964 Drama) Anthony Qumn. Alan Bates        (Ot Air) 
Comedy Hour 
Lucy Snow 
Grind Alternative Nation (In Stereo) 
F Troop Get Smart       [Dooie GHks 
Club Dance (R) (In Stereo) 
Cp«IA^lA4t AM^ I.AAA hT &   A jcartciuw ana m<*  King 
Miller I Company (In Stereo) 
Gospel Music lUghfmaalc" 
Bonanza: The Lost Episodes 
MacGyver   The Odd Triple g 
Streets ot San Francisco 
Evening at the Improv iRi 
Thirtysomelfarig  Going Limp 
Terra XlRi 
(rfneralions 
AC Clarke 
Comedy Club 
Dreemome (In Stereo) 
Patty Duke        Donna Reed 
Nashville Now |R) (In Stereo) 
Inside Stones 
HUchhaxer 
Bless Father 
Rifleman 
Joy ol MUSK 
Barnaby Jones 
Ray Bradbury 
Bjography_iP£ 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Invention IRI     Machines 
Midnight Love 
NHL Hockey Vancouver Canucks al Washington Capitals From me Capital Centre (Live) [ Mayor indoor Lacrosse Philadelphia Wings at Buffalo Bandits    |Capitals 
Mirror 
Paid Program 
"^■Y 
Boimg: Laity vs Pazienza 
FameyFoud   |JoeFrankkn 
Kathleen Battle at the Mel 
Myslenes       [Paid Program 
Nature of Things 
Comcview (R) Screen Scene 
NHI Hockey 
WEDNESDAY EVENING 
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World Today CNN 
WTBS 3 s Company 
ESPN 
HBO 
WTVR 
WRLH 
WRIC 
WCVE 
WGN 
WJPR 
WWR1 
WSET 
TNT 
SHOW 
DISN 
i.-.ut- POA 
Movie •••  Oagonsiayer (1961)Peter MecN-coi  PG 
News 
Ful House . 
II   MTV 
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20 TNN 
22 FAM 
23 VISN 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
26 AAF 
6:30 
Andy Griffith 
7:00 
MontpylirH? 
7:30 
Crossfire 
Sanford ( Son 
8:00 8:30 
Pnmenews 
9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 
Larry King Live g Work) News 
11:00 
Sports Tonight 
11:30 
IRi 
12:00 
Mowe: ««   Lace (1964 Drama) Three high-school trends make a vow to conceal me identity ot the illegrtmale child born to one ol them 
Crosskr* |R| 
tporracenssr   [Cotege laskafbal Wake Forest al North Carokna (Live)        |Co*ege Basketbal Boston College al Seton Hal (Live 
CBS News Roseanne:;    [Ent Tonight 
ARC News 
Japanese 
Saved by Belt 
Full House 
News 
News 
Business Rpt 
Partridge Fam 
'Mama 
'NBC News 
Star Trek Next Gener 
Wheel Fortune Jeopardy1 
MacNeil Lehrer Newshour g 
Design W        Jeffersons . 
Current Affair    Murphy Brown 
inside Edition   Cheers . 
:««';  Necessary Roughness (1991)Scotl Bakula g 
in the Heat ol the Night The Leftover Man (in stereo) g 
Beverly Has. 90210 in Stereol 
Wonder Years  Home Imp 
Mek-ose Place (in Stereo): 
Awards Prev     Sportscenter 
Crypt Tales    [Dream On 
'-. 
41 Hours   Les  (In Stereo) g 
Mark Ruseek    Great Performances: Sondheim 
Ameneen Comedy Awards (in Stereo):, 
Hunter  Playing God Arsemo Hal (in Stereo) g 
Mowe: «««   A Clear and Present Danger (1969) Hal Hoftrook 
ABC News        Inside Edition    Ent Tonight 
Bugs A Pals     Captain Planet Jetsons Bugs A Pals 
Mowe   We 4d» *Vp' j AJkevavaa 
Movie ••• 
Beverly Hws. 90210 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Wonder »ears   Home Imp 
Juke Wsson's Song Book IRI Advenlures 
g 
Lany King Extra 
Mekose Place ■?
College Basketball 
lAmonctn Comedy Award* (in Stereo) g 
no al Duke (Live) 
The Seduction   :, 
Night Court 
ftn OanayiMfl 
Mow: ««««   Father ol the Bride (1950) Spencer Tracy 
f'i   One False Move (1991) Ball Paxton  R 
MTV Jams 
Video Prime 
Waltons 
What You Do     Wild Crazy Kid 
• ideoPM   - >•■■■.', 
lile Goes On 
30 Good Mm     >peeo( >uei Jesuit Journal 
American Gladiators 
'Cosby Show  .junto's Boss' 
Rockford Files 
Sand Fairy 
Liquid Extract   Comedy Hour 
looney Tunes   Bulfwinkle 
Mo.-e 
'Classic MTV 
'Get Smart 
I Last Rainforest H992i [8. Boop 
Pnme Tune With Duff (I" Stereol 
Superman       JM T Moore     [Dick Van Dyke 
Srujtra and Fnend* (R) 
Straight From the Hood 
SMrao) 
Dragnet 
Crook and Chase     Stereo)    [Nashvale Now Tracy Byrd (In Stereo) 
Young Riders   The Kef.   i-'     Father Dowling Mystenes 
Murder  She Wrote ^Quantum leap 
Oimrne Break    Temps Rising  Simon I Simon 
Stones |Bless Father    Mormon Chow [tonga 
Mow* 
27   LIFE       Supermarkel   _Shop Til D-op Unsolved Mysteo*S 
Motner Nature 'wildhle Chron 'in Wildness 
1  
Video LP Screen Scene   Triple Threat     Desmonds 
21   TDC 
BET 
HTS 
Ou' Century ; nan—ri 
Portrait ol a T»ach*r 
Discoveries Underwater 
A Hitchcock 
700 Club 
OnStage 
Prtt too wood    Stauc Door 1
 w*v**v i irvw        j «r«ee*eer   *nr>a* 
amtedBKod   '993 Suspense) Raquel Welch g 
Barnaby Jon** 
Am  Jushc*     _Spies [Around ffw World m N Days 
«««   The George McKerma Story (1966 Dramai 
Wmgs   l,e .   ■•. [Beyond 2000 
IMSM 
Swenson Figure Skating •    ■■   ■? •
CJ omicview       Video Soul iR 
MctltJtja*  11993 Dratni Kitaj BtM 
|Dangerous Curves (In Stereol 
■Mi 
Denms Wholey 
Studs 
MKJTittJjiiV 
12:30 
Mowe •• 
MARCH 3, 1993 
1:00 1:30 
Larry King  R) 
She s Dressed to Ktf (1979) 
idrtarod Skid Dog Race (Ri      |Dr»*m L*eau* 
I*:««'T  ChmaQBrm! (1991) R 
Love Coon*ct. 
Whoopi 
(Off A„| 
Lifestyles of Rich 6 Famoua 
Highway lo Heaven 
Paid Program    Who I Boss? 
Renegade  Heaocase 
Chests g      Iwhoopi 
TomgW Show (In Stereo) g 
N>ghtkne: RushL 
Lany King Eatw (R) 
Movie: «»«   The Green Berets [1966, Drama) 
Gunsmoke    l>    •>„• | 
Dawd Letterman 
Cunent Affair 
BobCosUs 
*•• . 
Hard Copy 
Cat at j Me 
Home Shopping Spme 
■I   Party Incorporated (1989) R        |Der»s Leary^ir*" 
119S6) Elizabeth Taykx 
Mow* «««   The Chosen (1981 Drama) Robby Benson   PC 
Comedy Hour 
Lucy Show 
Grind 
F Troop 
OubDanc* (R) (In Slereo) 
Alt*frujtjy* Nabon (In Stereo) 
Sc«Vf#crow sod Mrt. KJM 
Homeland       |joy ol MUSK 
MacGyver  Thin toe 
t***t* of San Francwco 
CV#fWW 81 stKI tflipfOV tnl 
Thirtysometiing (Part 1 ol 2) 
Discounts Und*rv.,r 
Generations     Desmonds 
CoUg* Basketbalt Set^aska at Kansas iLivei 
G*t Smart      |Dobi*Qwi* 
Miller 1 Company It  jaarao| 
Bonania: The Lost Episodes 
Hitchhiker 
I Twisted 
Mow* ...  -The Ob* (19661 
Droambm* iin Stereol 
p
«tty Duke      [DoisneReed 
Campbeks       in Good Faith lEvryman 
Nashv.il* Now Tracy Byrd (Rl 
Rifleman        TPaW Program 
Berneby Jones 
Ray Bradbury 
Our Century: Engineers 
UnsoNed Mysteries 
Wings   Eyes in the Sky   (R| 
Scotbsh Soccer Celtic vs Range's 
Midmght Love 
-   "a- ■??????College Basketbell Nebraska al Kansas |R| 
Equa»u»t Back Horn* 
Femeh/Foud Jo* Frank kn 
Am  JUSIK. 
M^sserie^ 
B*yond 2000 
»P*HjR) 
P8*d rfOy*»fW 
CornKvUw |R) Itcnwn Icena 
The Rotunda  February 24, 1V93 Pane 7 
NATION 
News 
Briefs 
STATE COLLEGE, Pa (AP) Black college alhleles should refuse to 
play until conditions forminoritics improve, filmmaker Spike I .ee told an 
audience at Penn State 
"You have to hit (hem in the pockctbook." I ee said Monday. "You talk 
about these big football and basketball TV contracts and you have no 
black athletes     ii could work. It's the only way." 
I ,ce was responding to B question about the takeover by black students 
Of die campus telecommunications building in April I'JKK Protestors 
demanded the administration step upefforts to recruit black students [be 
university called in state police, who arrested W) of the protestors. 
Nearly live ye;irs alter the protest, black enrollment has increased, but 
only in numbers As a percentage Of the student body, it has remained 
nearly unchanged at V2 percent, 
"It has to come down to economics," I .ee said. "Taking over a building 
is not going to get it." 
URBANA. III. (AP) After nearly a decade with fewer than one campus 
suicide pel year, the number of suspected student suicides at the 
I diversity of Illinois has jumped to five m the last three months. 
Ill officials said they were at a loss to explain the increase but they are 
taking action to prevent further deaths. 
I Van Of Students William Riley sent a letter last Tuesday 10 professors 
and academic administrators, asking them to be sensitive to signs of 
unusual strain or suicidal tendencies among their students. 
The letter asked diem to reler such students to die I'Is Counseling 
(enter 
"We're concerned about it, definitely." Riley said 
Before November. DO IU student had committed suicide on the campus 
where ^.l MX) attend classes since the spring of 1990. 
The annual suicide rate on campus had dropped to 0.7 since a suicide 
prevention program was initialed in 1984. lhat was one-third of the 23 
annual rale recorded Irom 1977 to 1084, said Paul Joffc. a psychologist 
at the counseling center 
"This is very different from what we've been used to." Joffe said. 
Rile) said it isn't a particularly stressful lime in the academic year, "but 
the reality is that it is a bad time ol year, in terms of looking at numbers 
historical 1\  February is a dreary, weary month " 
Jotie said academic Stress can precipitate a suicide, but odier long- 
standing issues usually exist 
"Suicide is not a normal response to academic pressure, no mailer how 
very severe it is," the psychologist said. 
(AP) I le has hovered at death's door many times, beginning as a young 
doctor 
He has experimented with transfusions, transferring death's blood 
from a fresh cadaver to a living volunteer. He has made nighUy rounds 
lopeei into the eyes of hospital patients at the moment they succumbed. 
Jack Kevorkian no longer is a young doctor. Ai 64. he has looked death 
in die eye again and again and again Fifteen limes, he has helped death 
along, with lethal drugs or gas. Death no longer is Ins avocation or even 
an obsession. 
Death is Jack Kevorkian's life. 
And he is offended and outraged lhat anyone should think that what he 
says and does is unethical or immoral - much less criminal, 
"All these silly religious mils All these people. Ihey don't care about 
suffering humanity." says die man known as "Dr. Death." 
Lawmaker! say it's time to stop Jack Kevorkian 
()n March 30, a new measure takes effect in Michigan that bans 
assisted suicide lor IS months, making u a teiony while a commission 
studies die issue. 
Kevorkian has helped 13 people die in his home stale, despite efforts 
to thwart, punish and jail the retired pathologist. 
This month, he has helped six people die - three in die past week 
He vows to assist others, even alter the Michigan ban is implemented. 
"After that." he says. "I get one shot " Then, he expects a trial 
WAS1 IIN( iT( )N (AP) I Vlensc Secretary I .es Aspm, hospitalized with 
shortness of breath related to an underlying heart condition, is expected 
to make a lull recovery, his doctors say. 
lhe dOClOn issued a statement I ucsday saying dies had inserted a tube. 
oi catheter, into the S4-year-old Cabinet ollicial's he.m to monitor fluid 
levels there and were taking duly x-rays 
They Mid his condition was "stable and improving" as he spent his third 
night in Georgetown I Iniversity Hospital's intensive care unit. They said 
the prognosis was for a "lull recovery" and they would not have 
icseivalions about his returning to his Pentagon duties when he leases the 
hospital. 
Aspm was admitted Sunday with shortness ol breath that doctors said 
was triggered by I typhoid inoculation that caused a lever 
Aspm got a typhoid shot costing J5 cents thai is known localise nausea 
and fever rather than a newer oral vaccine. Pentagon spokesman Verne 
(iuidr\ said Tuesday The oral vaccine costs SI ''Hand miisi be' admin- 
isieied in four doses taken every other d..\ 
(iuidry said die use ol ni|cclahle \acune. firsl reported by   lhe New 
York Times m today's editions, was uiidci investigation 
Doctors said Aspm sutlers from an underlying condition known as 
bypertrophk auxBomyopathy, a thickening ol bean muscle  Ihej 
his bean skips occasional beats, w Inch the ph> ik lans said did w >i appeal 
dangerous and represented a common symptom In patients with Aipin's 
condition 
I be doctors, whose names have not been released, issued lhe statement 
through (he Pentagon altei ollu I.Ill HICK IIK I Wnli..ban.igc ol questions 
from reporters on Aspin's chances ol recoi 
Aspm has been meeting dally withGeo Colin Powell, chairman ol lhe 
Joint (ha is ui Staff.and received a phone call from President (Union on 
Monday, lhe Defense Department said 
Senate Ethics 
Committee makes 
major changes 
• There are some major changes 
in the Senate Ethics Committee, 
including its first female mem- 
ber. Chairman R. Bryan and 
the rest of the committee seem 
agressive in their new stance, 
such as no longer demanding a 
unanimous decision on disciplin- 
ary decisions. 
WASHINGTON (AP) As lhe Senate 
EthiCI Committee moves deeper into 
the sexual harassment case of Sen. 
Bob Packwood, its new leaders prom- 
ise to accelerate Investigations and 
end the panel's reputation as a 
procrastinator's club. 
Chairman Richard II. Bryan and 
Vice Chairman Mitch MeConnell al- 
ready have ruled decisively on how 
the committee will investigate 
Packwood, R-Ore., accused by some 
two dozen women of making unin- 
vited sexual advances 
And Bryan, D-Nev , has pui a slop 
10 one of the committee's most time- 
consuming traditions, the attempt to 
reach a unanimous, 6-0 vote on disci- 
plinary decisions by the committee. 
which consists of three Democrats 
and three Republicans. Now, a major- 
ity vole will carry the day, he says 
"Procrastination is the thief of lime," 
said Bryan, quoting die 17th and 1Mb 
Century Fjiglishpoet lidward Young. 
"We are committed to making deci- 
sions." 
And plenty of tough rulings will be 
necessary in the Packwood case, as 
the committee must be tan to a senator 
accused of boorish behavior and pro- 
tect the reputations of his female ac- 
cusers 
lhe committee went through a 
houseclcaiiing alter last year. Former 
Chairman Terry Sanford, D-N.C, was 
defeated. Vice Chairman Warren 
Rudman, R-N.H . left the Senate And 
three others wanted no part of a com- 
mittee lhat has become a punching 
bag for editorial writers and. 
less publicly, fellow senators, 
over delays and punishments 
lhat some considered loo soft 
The only holdover was 
Bryan, a freshman senator 
who wasted no time alter his 
1988 election in seizing upon 
a controversial issue: bis plan 
to raise automobile luel effi- 
ciency standards. 
Two-term senator 
MeConnell, R-Ky . also is no stranger 
to tough issues, is the Republicans' 
point man on reforming campaign fi- 
nance law. He spoke for many col- 
leagues when he mused aloud, "None 
of us ran for the Senate saying. 'The 
first thing I want lo do is... to be on the 
ethics committee." 
The panel now includes its first 
woman. Democrat Barbara Mikulski 
Of Maryland, and Sens Thomas 
Daschle, DSD.; Ted Stevens. R- 
Alaska and Robert Smith, R-N.H. 
MeConnell asked die committee's 
critics to "see ilthese six members can 
move the docket, handle the cases 
efficiently and function with a mini- 
mal amount of impact (Hi senators' 
limes If we can do dial my guess is 
there will be fewer complaints " 
He described fellow committee 
members as "fresh to the process," but 
admitted: "Alter two years we may all 
be bloodied, beat up, discouraged and 
recommending something brand new, 
but I don't think that's the case at the 
outset." 
In its fust substantive meeting in the 
Packwood case, the committee 
adopted a permanent rule (hat prohib- 
its consideration of any witness' sexual 
history. 
And for Packwood's case specifi- 
cally, the committee said the investi- 
gation would look at allegations by 
some of the women that Packwood 
tried to discredit them to keep them 
from going public. 
The committee has been battered by 
criticism for its interminable investi- 
gations - some two years in the case ol 
five senators tied to thrift owner 
Charles H. Keating Jr., and only 
slightly less lime in other cases 
l-ast year, as a r;uik-and-filc mem- 
ber, Bryan ended the tradition o! seek 
ing a consensus 
He publicly announced he was the 
lone dissenter in committee I Hidings 
thai rebuked Sen. Mark Hauield. R- 
()re , tor lading lo disclose more than 
$42,000 in gifts 
"1 fell the findings should he itron 
ger,"he said. "I guess tin- significance 
of that is, historically, the committee 
sought unanimity and that was not 
achieved in die case 
MeConnell added, "I have not yet 
concluded that this committee can't 
function efficiently and fairly. And so 
I'm not one of those who has con 
eluded dtat we cannot successfully 
judge our own " 
Ties  CacAxrs, 
and nnoABUf 
Clinton seeks support from 
pivotal Democrats 
• President Clinton,sharply criti- 
cized by the GOP for his pro- 
posed military budget cuts. IIiids 
himself having to woo pivotal 
Democrats, such as Virginia's 
Chuck Robb. 
WASHINGTON (AP)  President 
Clinton thinks the nation can get along 
with an even smaller military, but 
selling lhat notion to his tellow I Vino 
ciais in Congress may not be easy. 
Hampering his sales campaign is a 
dearth of top Pentagon officials who 
could be called upon lo push his bud- 
get-cutting proposals 
I n a private Pentagon breakfast meet 
ing with I tefense Secretary I ei Aspm 
last week, two Influential lawmakers 
expressed "deep reservations" about 
the planned cuts, said a participant in 
the session, speaking on condition of 
anonymity. The two. Sen. Sam Nunn, 
D-(ia. and Rep John Mm ilia. D-Pa., 
.ue among die lawmakers(Union will 
need lo shepherd his defense budget 
through Congress 
('linlon has DO) said yet exactly what 
he would cut. SO die questions limn 
Nunn and Murlha centered on that 
question and how the I tefense I tepafl 
meni would continue to pay loi Us 
people, especially in light ol ('Union's 
proposal lo GUI $V> billion in fiscal 
1997 and $39 billion u fiscal 1998 
Clinton's cuts are fat bigbei ibanthe 
$80 billion to SKS billion Nunn adw> 
(.aied last March fa the five yeai pc 
nod Even Aspto, as chairman of lhe 
House Armed Services Committee, 
backed a smaller CM ol S'»l billion 
ova five yens President Busk pro- 
posed $50 billion in reduction 
Ironically, Democrats have com 
plained in receni yens dial presidents 
base proposed too IIIIKII money lor 
defense Now, with a Democrat in the 
White House, there have been rela- 
tively few such complainis 
With Republicans unlikely to lend 
much support. Clinton will need 
Democratic votes to win his program. 
Consider Sen. Charles Robb. D-Va. 
Some SIS billion in defense cuts 
would come from a four-year wage 
freeze 00 civilian and military person- 
nel, a lough pill for Robb and his large 
military constituency to swallow.. 
Another 1994 candidate, Sen 
Diantie 1 einsicin. D-Cahl.. testified 
last week on be halt ol a nominee lo die 
base closure commission 
VIRGINIA SHOE FACTORY OUTLET 
SALE! 
Large Selection 
Men's & Women's Boots & Shoes 
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WORLD 
Clinton turns efforts to 
foreign affairs 
Chinese economy booms last year 
BEIJING (AP) The wold's mod 
populous nation is on an economic 
teai one year alter a Irail Deng 
Xiaoping babbled hack into public 
view 10give Ins endangered capital- 
ist style reforms one more shove for- 
ward. 
While the Wesl struggled with re- 
cession last year, China's economy 
grew by more than 12 percent, chang- 
ing urban skylines lorevcr with new 
hotels, office skyscrapers and luxury 
apartments. 
Foreign businessmen invested a 
record $30 million a day. 
Real Incomes rose so that conspicu- 
ous spending hascmcrgedin( ommu- 
nist ( lima, creating .1 market for im- 
ported lingerie and luxury car-. 
All   of  this has led to talk that 
Chuia's economy could be among the 
world's largest - it not   the   most 
modem - by early next century. 
So why do < 'Mnesc officials seem a 
bit nervous7 
"This kind ol last pace is clearly 
difficult to maintain If not handled 
correctly, it will bring inflation and 
other unhealthy consequences," the 
authoritative Economic Daily ob- 
served 
Crumbling about prices already is 
common in Beijing, as is concern over 
spiraling inflation 
"My income can't keep up." said 
Wang Qic, 38, who supplements her 
$70-a-month factory job working at a 
cigarette stall "I don't dare eat meal, 
it's UK) expensive " 
No wonder the hot topic among of- 
ficials is "overheating," reflecting 
CODCem thai an economy growing too 
fast could spin out of control, igniting 
inflation and exacerbating chronic 
corruption.. 
The question is whether China can 
maintain -table growth or is doomed 
to continue Its boonvanoVbuM history, 
• Airdrops of food and supplies 
to needy Bosnia eminent, but 
Clinton refuses to announce his 
decision on this matter. How- 
ever, his stance on defense cuts 
has many Republicans atul 
Democrats up in arms. 
WASHINGTON (AP) President 
Clinton is turning hisattention to world 
affairs following a two-day West ('oast 
trip where he touted plans to spend 
billions ol dollars creating high-tech 
DOlogy l(,bs and promised help for the 
troubled aerospace industry. 
Sounding hoarse and looking worn 
from the visit to ('alifornia and Wash- 
ington stale. Clinton returned to the 
White House early this morning. He 
planned an afternoon meeting with 
li.N. Secretary-General Boutros 
Bouiros-Chali. 
I opping the agenda was the possi- 
bility of U.S. airdrops of I(XKJ and 
supplies to needy areas in Bosnia The 
president said he had made no final 
decision on the airdrops, but adminis- 
tration and Pentagon officials said the 
llights were almost certain. 
Asked Monday if airdrops would be 
made, Clinton said. "It's a possibility. 
I want to wail a couple more da) -- 
before I announce a policy on it" 
Clinton also planned to discuss So- 
malia with Boutros-dhali He was 
noncommittal about a statement by 
U.S. special envoy Robert B.t )aklcy. 
who accused the United Nations ol 
stalling plans to take over peacekeep- 
ing duties in Somalia 
"Before 1 use that cbaractei ization, l 
heller talk lo Mr. Boulros-Ghali. but 1 
/ 
Just in time for Spring Break '93, 
arrive with style in the latest fashions 
from the Longwood Bookstore. 
Choose from T-shirts, shorts, or 
sweatshirts for those cool 
Spring Break nights. 
25% OFF I 
ALL 
SHORTS 
•Boxers 
•Casual 
Ken. Meed $13.50 - $21.95 
SALE PRICED $10.13 - $16.46 
SCATTKRPRINT BOXERS — 1/2 PRICE! 
•Reg, $13.95 •Co-ed Naked Lacrosse 
•SALE PRICED S(>.l>s "' ongwood Name cv Seal Imprint 
Watch for new Spring/Summer 
fashions arriving now! 
   v 
SALE GOOD THROUGH FRIDAY, MARCH 5, 1993 
LONGWOOD COLLEGE BOOKS FORK 
OPEN 8-5 Mon.-Fri. 
395-2084 
think the plan should be fully effected," 
Clinton told reporters aboard Air Force 
One 
The president plans to meet Wednes- 
day with visiting British Prime Minis- 
ter John Major. 
But Clinton" s attention Monday was 
not on foreign affairs. Clearly enjoy- 
ing the campaign-style trip to the Sili- 
con Valley in Mountain View, Calif., 
and the Seattle area. Clinton gave his 
economic program the hard sell. 
"I can't promise you overnight 
miracles We didn't get into this fix 
overnight," he told Boeing Co. work- 
ers in Everett. Wash 
I le blasted European subsidies lor 
hutting U.S. aircraft manufacturers 
and promised "tough new discipline" 
lo respond to them in the future. 
Boeing last week announced it was 
eliminating 27.000 jobs by mid-1994. 
( linton blamed some of the layoffs 
on competition from Europe's Airbus 
Industrie, a consortium that enjoys the 
support of government subsidies and 
that competes for world markets with 
Boeing and other I IS. plane makers. 
Although Clinton stopped short of 
advocating directgovemment involve- 
ment in such consortia, the technol- 
ogy program he outlined Monday 
calls for government assistance 10 
"industry-led" joint efforts 
The president also met with aero- 
space industry executives and touted a 
bill before ( 'ongrcss that would estab- 
lish a commission to quickly recom- 
mend ways to help the industry. 
Both West Coast stops were de- 
signed to focus attention on a new 
technology package drawing together 
many elements Clinton proposed dur- 
ing the campaign and in last week's 
economic package. Aides said the 
package would cost $17 billion to $20 
billion over die next four years 
Tax breaks and "peace dividend" 
money from scaled-back defense 
spending would be used to implement 
the new strategy. 
The Initiative earmarks at least $550 
million in the current fiscal year to 
focus government attention and assis- 
tance on high-tech non-defense pro- 
grama, particularly in environmental 
technology, communications, comput- 
ers and education 
The package was unveiled during a 
tour of Silicon Graphics Inc. Vice 
President Al Gore explained the pro- 
gram to company workers. 
It brought immediate scorn from 
Senate Republican leader Bob Dole of 
Kansas. "The taxing Clinton-dorc 
administration is determined to make 
defense itssacrilicial lamb." I )ole said 
in a statement 
lie said that, while promising de- 
lensc workers high-wage, high-skill 
jobs. Clinton "is also going all out lo 
toss those very same workers on the 
unemployment line, whether they are 
defense workers in California or air- 
plane workers in Washington and 
Kansas " 
Globe 
Watch 
RIO DE JANEIRO. Brazil (AP) 
_ Widi floats inspired by crime 
and the numbers racket, the wild 
Carnival celebration hit its peak 
Monday with the first oftwodays 
of samba parades in Rio. 
President Itamar Franco unex- 
pectedly attended a parade in 
Recife in northeastern Brazil and 
was jubilanUy hailed by revels i 
City authorities have cracked 
down on full frontal nudity in 
recent years, but BtOSl women 
parade in skimpy, sequined. silk 
and-feather costumes, and not a 
few march topless 
Ine biggest controversy has 
been stirred by the Caprichosos 
de Pilaresclub. whose theme tins 
year is the competition between 
the city's poor North Zone and 
wealthy South Zone The group's 
centerpiece is a float showing a 
tourist being held up by a street 
punk while a iranvcsiite looks 
on. 
Among those in Rio for the 
party were film director Francis 
lord Coppola and actor Robert 
De Niro. 
Carnival fever was also on the 
loose across die rest ol diis con 
tinent-si/ed country 
IM.O-W. is hereto help you. Come 
to an interest meeting Thursday, 7:30 
p.m. in the Nottoway Room of the Stu- 
dent Union. All are welcome. 
'National Organization for Women 
TONY'S UPSTAIRS LOUNGE 
THURS. PROGRESSIVE ROCK 
BELUGA WAIL • 10-2 
FRIDAY niGHT 
niGHT ROCKERS 
SRTHRPRY NIGHT 
BOUNDPX 
Stop Sy tonigfiti i 
MOSCOW (Al') President 
Boris Yelttin, in an interview 
published Tuesday, said Russia 
no longer views any country as 
its enemy but still needs a strong 
military, and he appealed to the 
armed forces for loyalty 
"We do not consider any nation 
orgroupofnations.Eastor West, 
lobe our adversary." Yeltsin sard 
in an interview with the military 
newspaper Krasnaya /ve/da. 
Russia needs a leaner and more 
mobile army to cope with the 
growing threat from small-scale, 
regional Conflicts, Yeltsin said. 
Thd danger of worldwide con- 
ventional or nuclear war has de 
creased, he said 
Yeltsin is expected to lay a 
wreath at the Tomb of the Un- 
known Soldier, and war veterans 
■re slated to gather outside the 
Bolshoi Theater. 
These are difficult tunes fa 
Russia's once-fearsome military 
ITie army has shrunk by half - to 
about 2.5 million soldiers - amid 
budget cuts and rampant draft 
evasion. 
But Yeltsin lashed out in 
Tuesday's interview at critics 
"who label themselves the big- 
gest patriots' and take it upon 
themselves to decide who is and 
who is not a patriot " 
DISCOUNT FABRICS 
115 Second St. 
Farmville, Virginia 
Upholstery • Drapery • Dress 
Goods»Wicker Accessories & 
Pillows«Trims» Notions»Supplies 
Fabrics Discounted 
10-50% Everyday 
OPEN Mon.-Sat. 9-5 30   392-897 
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Top Ten Jobs You 
Can Look Forward 
To After Graduation 
10. Cab Driver 
9. Mall Security 
8 Assistant Dairy Queen 
Managei (Dan ') 
7.Human Waste Disposal 
Engineer 
6. Distinguished Looking Pa 
son Who Collects Quarters 
From Kind Souls Willing 
To Pan With Them 
5 Hoi Vo£ Vendor 
4. Maylag Repair Man 
I Personal Bowling Hairier 
2. One of those kooky guys 
who wash window son the 
top Hours o( skyscrapers 
in New York 
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husband 
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March 1 
Tuesday 
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ibmttted to the Rotunda 
Box2901bytheThursdaypre 
ceding the appropriate issue of 
the pa\ 
Wednesday 
March 3 
In a Mellow Tom-. The 
Music of Duke Ellington, 
1:30pm. Wygal 
CC Workshop: Resume 
Cover I etter, 5pm, 2nd 
Floor South Ruffner 
Black History Tri\ la 
Bowl: 7pm, I ani ei I ate 
PLAY: Our I im& 
8pm, Jarman 
PLAY: OurTown, 10am & 
8pm, Jarman 
II'Movie: "UnderSiege," 
9pm,  ( ommonwealth 
Ballroom 
Baseball: Lock Haven (2), 
lpm, Lancer Field 
Monster Piano Concert: 
3pm, Wygal 
Dr.    Lockwood    Day: 
Memory  Lane, 3:3 
Jarman 
Concert:    Ezibu Muntu 
Dance Co.,7pm, I ai 
Dance Studio 
PLAY:   Our lo;ni, Spm, 
Jarman 
LPMovie:   UnderSi.y. ,     Student   Government Rotunda    Newspaper 
9pm,  Commonwealth   Association SGA meets Meeting: We need you 
Ballroom Ipm' Lankford comejoinus! 7:30pmRo 
Hue !■?ingham R< 
( hambei Mush < on< ert 
rhe l art String Quartet, 
Bpm   ■?
rundat Office ground floor 
I.IMF lord 
Research works. 
American Heart 
Association O 
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SPORTS 
LC seeks 6th trip to NCAA playoffs 
Baseball Lancer's start today 
As Longwood baseball coach 
Buddy Bolding evaluates his team's 
chances for having another outstand- 
ing season, he has some pluses and 
some minuses to consider. How the 
final tally will balance out won't be 
known Until well into the season which 
staits today at Francis Marion. 
Hie I ancen have made back-to- 
back trips to the NCAA Playoffs while 
compiling a 73-17 record over the 
past two seasons. l.ongw<x>d. 32-91 
year ago, was eliminated from the 
playoffs in the North Atlantic Re- 
gional Tournament. 
The lancers led NCAA Division 
II in team batting (.378) and runs per 
game (10.5) while setting school 
records for homers (86) and RBI (375) 
last season ()n die plus side, Bolding 
has 11 experienced players back from 
the 1992 squad. On opening day he'll 
likely have seven \etcranson the field 
and four reluming pitchers to choose 
from, 
In the minus column, Bolding has 
to replace shortstop Mike Tucker, 
catena Scott Abell and outfielders 
Chris Porter and John Hurzler. Abell 
and Tucker, a starter on the Olympic 
team last summer, are now with the 
Kansas City Royals 
organization. Porter will be serving as 
a student assistant coach with thelxtnc- 
ers this spring. Hutzler elected not to 
return to school for his senior season. 
Last year the four combined for 45 
homers, 180 RBI'sand 191 runs. 
Longwood also faces perhaps its 
toughest schedule ever. In addition to 
games with Shippens- burg and Slip- 
pery Rock, ranked 12th and 18th in the 
Collegiate Baseball preseason Divi- 
sion II poll, the lancers will play 
Francis Marion (ranked 26th). Lock 
Haven. Bliximsburg. Gannon, Nor- 
folk Stale, Wofford. Mercyhurst and 
Shepherd, plus Division 1Liberty 
"It will be an interesting year." 
says Bolding. "We have what I con 
sider to be a high risk, high reward 
schedule If we can play outstanding 
baseball early we could have a good 
season. We'll have super leadership 
from a fine group of seniors, but the 
new people will have to step up to help 
replace our losses" 
Seniors set for the stalling lineup 
include third baseman Terry Taylor. 
center-fielder Shawn Jones, and first 
baseman/designated bitterTodd Bow- 
man. 
Additional senior leadership will 
come from pitchers Kyle Weaver and 
Wyatt FUppen. Another senior hut lei. 
Brent Willard is back on the team al lei 
a two-year absence 
Taylor, a three-year starter, batted 
.356 with nine homers and 40 RBI last 
season. Bowman hit .318 with seven 
homers, seven doubles and 35 RBI. 
and Jones stole 22 bases in 23 at- 
tempts, batted 303, hit nine homers 
and drove in 23 runs. 
Weaver, 7-3 last season, has a ca- 
reer record of 18-5. Flippen, a 
lefthander, was 5-0 in 1993. Taylor, 
Weaver and  sophomore  second 
b;iseiiian Jeff Toms, the likely starter 
at shortstop, will serve as captains for 
the lancers. Toms, the leadoff hitler, 
hit .386 with six homers. 24 RBI and 
42 runs last season 
Other veterans expected to start 
include: junior Billy Reeves in left 
field or at first base, sophomore Brian 
Basset! in right field and sophomore 
Chris Tyson at second base Reeves 
balled .350 last year with several 
game-winning hits. Bassctt, who 
started 24 g;unes in '93. hit .387 with 
eight doubles and (wo homers Bat- 
ting 407. Tyson had six doubles and 
drove in 32 runs. 
Bolding expects Reeves and Jones 
tone two of the key players for Long- 
wood. Reeves, the only left-handed 
Inner in the lineup, worked hard on the 
weights over the oil season I le could 
have a major impact on the team if he 
plays well, according to Coach 
Bolding. 
"Shawn (Jones) will be balling 
clean-up and playing center held lor 
US," said Bolding "lie has the poten- 
tial to have a superlative season. He 
has dedicated himself to having a great 
senior year and I believe he may do 
it." 
Other Lancet veterans include 
sophomore catchei Ray Roddy . who 
played in 15 games last season, and 
sophomore left-handed pitcher Bart 
van Ax-si. Van Zoest had a 5-1 
record and a 4.61 earned run average- 
last season 
Freshmen who may start include 
Litton tops 1.000 career points 
Lady Lancers split with Converse, Wofford 
l.ongwood's women's basketball 
team traveled to Spartanburg, S.C. 
this past weekend and split a pair ot 
games with Converse and Wofford to 
bring its record to 7-18 on the season. 
The I.ady Lancers beat Converse 82- 
66 Saturday night before dropping a 
91-76 decision to Wofford Sunday 
afternoon, 
Against Converse, the I-ady I.anc- 
ers trailed 10-9 just 3:51 into the con- 
test before running off 21-straight 
points en route to an amazing 32-1 
blitz which gave Longwood a com- 
manding 40-11 lead with 8:19 left in 
die opening half. Litton, who entered 
the game needing just 15 points for 
1,000 in her career, easily reached it 
with 22 first-half points. Litton sur- 
passed 1.000 points with a steal and 
jumper in the lane at the 8:56 mark. 
"Ana has achieved a milestone in 
her career at this point," commented 
coach Shirley Duncan. "She has been 
the anchor for our team this year " 
Ahead 54-31 at the intermission, 
I.(' was outscored by the hosts 25-13 
to start the second hall as Converse 
closed within67-56 with 8:36 rein: lin- 
ing. Litton answered with two jump- 
ers and a pair of liee throws 10 help 
Longwood regain control down the 
stretch. 
"We played an excellent first hall." 
commented Duncan. "We were able 
to stop their run in (he second half and 
rebuild our lead " 
Fatigue look its toll on I .ongwood 
against Wofford Sunday as the I ady 
Lancers couldn't keep pace with the 
22-4 Lady Terriers. Behind 26-19 
with 6:02 left until halftime, LC saw 
Wofford oulscore them 16-1 to open 
upa42-20advantageatlhe 1:55mark 
The Dawgs extended their lead to 
60-35 with 15:17 remaining in the 
game before a 17-7 Lady Lancer run 
narrowed the margin to 67-52 with 
9:37 to play. Ihe hosts regrouped to 
lead 81-58 but LC refused to quit ami 
cut the lead to 87-76 before some late 
free throws provided the final margin 
Litton, with just two points at half- 
time, finished with 17 points for the 
game, as did Hillgaard. Philbrick 
addeil 14 points and ()wens grabbed a 
game-high 17 rebounds giving her 36 
boards for the weekend Hillgaard 
and Philbrick each had nine rebounds 
While Bradley tacked on eight points 
with four assists. Dcllinger contrib- 
uted seven points and seven rebounds 
"We were definitely tired from the 
night before." said I Hincan "We had 
trouble with their press and their in- 
tense defense took us out of our half- 
court game." 
Through 25 games, Litton is scor- 
ing 22.4 ppg. and was ranked 10th in 
NCAA Division II scoring in the leb 
10 issue of The NCAA News with a 
22.5 mark through Feb. 7. I itton now 
has 1.031 career points at Longwcxxl, 
ninth on the all-time list. Litton adds 
6.0 rpg. and also tops the squad with 
86 assists, 79 steals and 44 three- 
pointcis 
Long wood closes its season Satur- 
day at Lincoln Memorial in a 1 p.m. 
contest. 
COLD SUBS HONEY WHEAT OR ITALIAN BREAD 
For TWICE the meat, just say "Super" ...add... 
BMT (ham, genoa salami, pepperoni, bologna) 
SUBWAY CLUB (roast beef, turkey, ham) 
SPICY ITALIAN (genoa salami, pepperoni) 
COLD CUT COMBO (ham salami, bologna - all turkey based) 
TUNA 
SEAFOOD & CRAB 
BBQ PORK 
HAM & CHEESE 
ROAST BEEF 
TURKEY BREAST 
VEGGIE 
HOT SUBS 
MEATBALL 
STEAK & CHEESE 
RIB-B-Q (Our recommended choice) 
Add Bacon... 
Putney Square 
Shopping Center 
SUBWAY 
392-8868 
HONEY WHEAT OK 
ITAIIW liKEAD 
Bl V 1-QET 1 For 99< 
Buy any sub a salad and a medium 
drink. (let a second sub or salad lot 
equal or lessei price) foi only 'i'V. | ( Kfei gtxxi ai Putney Square Shopping | 
( enter Subwav only. 
1.00 
2.79 
2.99 
2.49 
1.69 
2.69 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.89 
2.89 
1.59 
1.89 
2.99 
3.39 
.50 
Sophomore wins regional wrestling crown 
Hartley player of the week 
Bryan Hartley 
catcher Matt Martinez and outfielder 
Mike Madden. Martinez set a 
Shoreham-Wading River High School 
record with a.417 career batting a vei 
age He also had a record 42 RBI'sin 
one season Madden was an all area 
and all-district pick at Handley High 
He holds Handley career marks tor 
stolen bases, hits and runs. 
Additional newcomers lending tal- 
ent and depth to the squad are senior 
pitcher Adrian Holland. Ireshmen 
pitchers lason dross ami (ireg 
(ioodlin. and freshman second 
baseman Chris Hatcher 
LongwixRl, ranked 20th in last 
year's final CollegiateBaseball Divi- 
sion II poll, is not ranked in this year's 
preseason poll. Bolding, however, 
feels he'll have another strong team. 
"We should have excellent team 
speed, good power, improved pitch- 
ing and a steady defense," said the 
Coach "We should have a strong 
bench as well " 
TAKE A BITE OUT OF 
LongWOOd sophomore Bryan 
Hartley, 158-pound champ and Most 
Outstanding Wrestler at the NCAA II 
Southeast Regional Sunday, has been 
named Longwood Colitis I'laver of 
the Week for the period leb 14-21. 
Player of the Week is chosen by the 
longwood sports information office. 
I lartley, who came into the regional 
with a 12-12 record, beat Dentron 
Bason of Norfolk Stale 13-6and Scolly 
Allen of Pembroke 7-4 in the finals to 
take the regional crown at 158 pounds. 
1 le was voted Most (>n island in g Wres- 
tler in the championship by the 
coaches. Ihe NCAA regional was 
held in Pembroke, N.C. at Pembroke 
Siate l (Diversity. 
By winning (he regional, Hartley 
and three other Lancer wrestlers quali- 
fied for the NCAA II Nationals in 
Brookings, S.D.March 5-6. It will be 
Hartley's first trip to nationals. Now 
14-12 for this season, he's 25-23 inhis 
career. 
I .ancer coach Steve Nelson was 
impressed by Hartley's showing. 
"Bryan wrestled the best he has 
wresdedallyear,"saidthecoach. "He 
really turned it on when he had to." 
liarlier this season I lartley won the 
Virginia State title at 158 pounds and 
the Washington & I.ee Invitational 
crown at 167 pounds. A sociology 
major, Bryan is a graduate of York 
High School. He was all-state in his 
junior and senior years. He was 
prececdedat Longwood by his brother 
Doug, who won a Virginia State title 
in 1988 at 190 pounds. 
LC rips Ferrum, UDC 
Lancer cagers up win total to 17 
Nearing the end of its best season 
in four years, I .ongwood' I men's bas- 
ketball team dispatched nationally- 
ranked Ferrum l(X)-66 Saturday at 
home and I )istnel of Columbia 84-69 
Monday night on the road to move its 
season mark to 17-9 with one game 
left. 
Senior Bryan Weaver and junior 
Michael Druitt powered the Lancers' 
comeback win at I IDC Monday night. 
Trailing 40-39 at halftime after six 3- 
potniers by the lirebirds, Longwood 
used a late 13-2 surge to put away 
UDC. 
I.ongwcxxl seniors Weaver and 
Lastercelebrated tlieir final home bas- 
ketball games in style Saturday after- 
IKXMI in Lancer Hall, combining for47 
points as the Lancers ripped Dixie 
Conference regular season champ 
Ferrum 100-66. 
Weaver had 26 points and lister 
21 as the Division II Lancers cruised 
to victory after leading 42-34 at the 
half. 
"All the good things that took place 
could be attributed to our defense in 
the second half," said Lancer coach 
Ron Carr. "We did a real nice job in a 
/one defense and made some things 
happen that created a lot of easy bas- 
kets It was a pretty fitting end toa fine 
career for both Bryan and Chuck. I 
was really pleased that they played so 
well in their final home game." 
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ULTIMATE 
FITNESS 
Facilities Include: 
►Cardiovascular Equipment 
►Nutritional Analysis 
►Stationary Machines 
►Pro Shop 
►Wolff System Tanning Beds 
•Free Weights 
•Aerobics Classes 
•Personal Training 
•Seminars - Monthly 
Ihe 'fresh 
vsiitertiutive 
.SUBUJRT 
$99 per semester 
No Initiation Fee! 
•Aerobic step classes 
$70 per semester 
LC students come in for a 
FREE workout with this ad 
Now is the Perfect Time to Plan Your 
ULTIMATE FITNESS PROGRAMI 
Hours 
Mon-Fri    6:00AM - 9:00PM 
Sat 9:00AM - 6:00PM 
Sun 1:00PM-6:00PM 
102 South Main Street 392-PUMP 
